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Super-Bubble People Invade; 
Offer New Community Idea 
by JacJ[ie Frailey '71 
Guest Reporter 
An e11ervescent community sprang 
full blown from the meadowlands be-
low the infirmary on Saturday after-
noon as forty-Odd tree spirits from 
Yale Law School i.nftated their 
humongous polyethylene pillow-shaped 
bubble and hosted open-house for 8.J_lY 
and all curious Wellesley comers. 
What was it? "A Circus?" "A dis-
play of camping gear. a legal happen-
ing?" . . . Thus queried Wellesley 
News last week as preparations were 
made to welcome the happy troupe 
of "Students to Help Increase The 
·Faculty's Authority and Control of 
Everything." To those who shared 
any part of the next 24 hours down 
there with " the mass in the grass," 
and to this fan, it was more. It was 
Community coming to Noncommunity, 
"the largest floating teach-in in the 
world," teaching by example -
community, solidarity, camaraderie, 
Joie de vtvre. 
Invasion 
living theatre-type exerci.ses, music, 
word games - free association, pop-
corn, apple searches and sharings 
("take a bite and pass it on ... "), 
core questions (as in what to do with 
them . . .) , blanket collections (fans 
keep the Thing inflated and maintain 
an arctic breeze . . .), personal 
connections, discussion sections, shoe 
neglections (". . . where are my 
blue tennis shoes? . . .), happy 
moments when people arrived who 
had seemed reluctant when approach-
ed and invited earlier. 
A hopeful happening it was, though 
not without a passing mixer intro-
duced by some Wellesley women who 
came to "look around" and couldn't 
relax and get into it; nor without 
withdrawn suspicion of Wellesley by 
Yale women " whose men'' were 
present. We have to learn to get 
together, sisters, if we ever expect 
natural happy human relations as 
custom instead of rare happenstance. 
Togetherness 
WELLESLEY, MA~. ThUl'Sday, October 28, 1969 
Bubbling over the Yale Law ... Phot>o by Mergie Kreuger ' 70 
The horde arrived in three micro-
buses and various other indescribable 
vehicles, coming from a one-night 
stand at Harvard Law School. Nov-
ember Action Calls were posted on 
the plastic walls and the airy home-
stead was swiftly wired for light and 
sound. Colorful gas s tation streamers 
and a Texas flag brightened the 
interior, and movie cameras whirred 
now and then, recording the happen-
ings for posterity. 
But for those who caught the spirit 
and could go with the flow, it was a 
delightful, restoring experience, one 
that most of Wellesley missed, as a 
suitcase school where most remain-
ing souls seemingly spend the breath-
taking days of the dying year's glory 
closeted away from what's happening. Unnerving Events Hit Bates 
Coftee in wine jugs, breakfast in Acts of minor vandalism and per-
bed, and morning sounds flowed into sonal annoyances have marked the 
~ef!ation ~tics as '.'rollers" ~and past two weeks in Bates. An indivi-
~~pers wrapped it all up m a dual's name appeared on an other-
b1g pm~ parachut_e and then trundled wise innocent hate list (Harvard 
away m the microbuses, back to freshmen, chicken glop, etc.) in the 
New ~aven to set up Home Sweet elevator. She crossed it out, it re-
Home m the Law Seti<;><>! courtyard- appeared, and she finally removed 
\he new self-proclaimed student the list. 
Many of the visitors passed the 
late afternoon taking in the fall 
splendor of the campus; or touri.xig 
from dorm to dorm spreading the 
word; or just rapping in the meadow. center. Later in the week, her named 
Apple Corps 
Second floor McA!ee did the honors 
for dinner, and then the fun began 
again. Spontaneous guerilla theatre, 
But they'd had the urge for comin'. 
end for a while we were all really 
"on the bus" - Wellesley has been 
Cordially Invited to return the hap-
pening in New Haven. 
wiretaps 
WEJ,f,ESLEY EXPANSION - "No problem for MIT has come to my 
attention which couldn't be solved in the event that a larger number of 
Wellesley students came here," commented Joel Orlen during a recent 
interview with News. An exception to this statement might arise, Orlen 
noted, in certain computer courses where. for instance, the Institute has 
to pay $200 for each student in the course. He also -stressed the potential 
influence of student and faculty initiative in creating joint programs within 
the existing cross-registration arrangement. 
MORATORIUM AFTERMATH - The Vietnam Moratorium Committee 
re~;ts 225 canvassers covered about 90 per cent of Wellesley, eliciting a 
positive response from at least hall the people at home. Over 300 signed 
the petition, including close to 1100 Wellesley College students and about 
230 faculty and staff signed a telegram to the President. Planning for 
November is already underway. 
URBAN INVOLVEMENT - The Urban Program Committee is dis-
cussing Wellesley's relation to the urban community. They are doing a 
survey. of student and faculty urban involvement. Minutes of meetings will 
be a~a1lab~e to. News and open meetings will be announced. The next open 
meeting will discuss Upward Bound. Suggestions or comments - contact 
Mr. London, sociology department. 
CO·OP ED BREATHES AGAIN - puffing forth four courses for the 
fall term. Expe~.ental, free-to~, non-credit interest-based courses begin 
soon on ftl.m ?1:1ti~1sm,. the environment, philosophy, and investments. All 
are ~ed to JOID ID thlS SEC-sponsored alternative to standard classroom 
education. Keep an eye on campus posters and check out the box on p .. 10. 
. OOEDUCATION - The Wellesley Commission is not scheduled to report 
un~ March 1971. What can happen between now and then? A set of alter-
native proposals was published last week by an ad hoc group of concerned 
stud~nts. A comprehensive and, according to s tudents involved "extremely 
cruc1al" questionn~~e w~l be distributed on campus next we~k. Students, 
faculty, ~nd adrrumstration should address questions and comments to 
Laura Stieg '70 (Porn) 235-9563 or 23!>-8318. 
turned up on the Vietnam Mora-
torium canvassing sheet. She re-
moved the.signature, but it turned up 
again with a canvassing time added. 
Then, on a poster, direct insults 
were made. 
Property Attacked 
While this was occurring, six other 
people became targets for malicious 
action. Various destructive acts took 
place over a period of several days 
ending Oct. 16. Water was poured 
on desks, bureaus, and a stereo. Per-
sonal letters were destroyed. A 
checkbook was shredded. 
Earrings disappeared." A wallet was 
missing, to be found later in a trash 
can, money intact. Flowers were 
mangled. 
Fire Oalls Meeting 
On Thurs., Oct. 16, an all-dorm 
meeting took place at 11: 15 p.m. due 
to a fire which began in a trash 
can. As a result of the fire, Presi-
dent Ruth M. Adams, Director of 
Educational and O>mmunlty Services 
Donald K. Polk, Vice-President Philip 
M. Phibbs, and Deans Joan B. Mel-
vin and Margaret Marsh attended the 
meeting. 
Commenting on the situation tn 
Bates, Miss Ruth M. Adams, presi-
dent of the College, stated, "I know 
my greatest concern is that there is 
an unhappy house." 
"I feel that there are two elements 
producing this unhappiness," she 
continued. "First, the malevolent 
mischief that has been directed 
against a small group of people in 
the house. This implies ro me that 
there is a resident in Bates who is 
herself irresponsible and, I would 
conjecture, very disturbed. 
"Sceond, and coincidentally, some 
people in Bates interpreted this mis-
chief and hostility as having its 
origins in racial antagonism. The de-
plorable actions were directed against 
both white and black students; but 
the fact that a racial interpretation 
was given to these events by some 
suggests a deep, underlying problem 
about which we must all be con-
cerned." 
"The first of these problems is, 
in a way, easier to deal with," Miss 
Adams explained. "We have asked 
the Bates students to report im-
mediately any harassments, and the 
next such report that we receive will 
cause my office to engage the ser-
vices of a private investigator to 
work on the problem and hopefully 
identify the person responsible." 
Broader Vision 
"More important, however, and 
less easy of solution is the attitude 
of distrust and lack of confidence 
that has affected the personal rela-
tionships of too many residents of 
Bates," stressed Miss Adams. "This 
cannot be solved by solved by in-
vestigation or dictation of attitude; 
it is something which can be moved 
toward solution only by the efforts of 
the Bates girls themselves: I have 
asked them and ask them again to 
try to accord each other trust, con-
fidence and, above all, individual 
dignity. This does not necessarily 
mean that everyone in the house is 
mandated to an intimate, deep and 
lasting friendship with each other. 
It does mean, however, that SUS· 
picion and mistrust should not be 
the grounds on which personal rela-
tionships are built." 
Ed. Note: W,,.d., Oct. 22 there wu 
anothe-r fire In the utility room. The 
administration has hired a private 
investigator and added a seeurity 
man Inside the dorm at night. The 
local fire marshal will Inspect the 
dorm. 
Po tl \Ji i.o-n-, 
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Do Or Die feedback 
Residents of Los Angeles h ave between a half a nd a quarter of 
he letha l dosage of lead in their b lood systems from lead additives 
n gasoline pollutinw the air. 
During the last century, man h as raised the carbon dioxide con-
ent of the entire earth's atmosphere by ten per cent. 
T he Federa l A eronautics Administration estimates tha t on a 
ypical day 35 tons of p ollu tants are spewed over th: nation al C~ptial 
1rea from planes la nding a nd taking off from W ashmgton\ Nnttonal 
\irport. 
More th an 15 million fish were killed last year b ) municipal 
ind industr ial wastes in America's rivers, lakes a nd streams. accord-
ng to t he D epartment of the Interior . 
• Several urba n rivers, like C leveland's Cuyahoga, a rc covered 
vith so many infla mable wastes that they are considered fi re hazards. 
Every man, woman, and child in the United States generates 
tn a verage o f five pounds of refuse a d ay. 
Unde rground fires-one blazing s ince Christmas Eve , 1915-
:ontinue to discha rge noxious gases da ily. 
Two million acres of la nd in 28 s ta tes are c racking, subsidin~' 
ind sinking into the ground, occasiona lly taking houses and auto-
nobiles with rhcm- a nd anoth er m illion acres will go by the end o f 
he century. This is due to the way in w hich coal and iron was m ined 
n the U.S. for mo re than a century. 
• Bosto n, cited by the federal government two years ago as the 
;evcnth m ost smog afflic ited c ity in the country, o nly now is begin-
1ing to consider control regulatio ns-with a three member staff 
md $60,000 budget. 
• President N ixon's Environmental Quality Counc il , which accord -
ing to the President was to " p rovide the focal point for this admin is-
tration's e fforts to protec t a ll of our n atural resources," h as done 
rtothing. Composed of the Vice~President a nd six Cabinet members, 
:he counc il, which was crea ted May 29, held a brief organizational 
mee ting in June. D espite its aim to meet monthly it has met once 
;ince June- in Septe mber. No meeting is sched uled for October . 
Statistics like these are appearing more and more frequently. 
.c\larmed? Then d o something. 
If you feel ignorant of the issues, inform yourself. W ellesley a nd 
MIT offer many courses- check the catalogues. Two new options 
iave been added this week. The chemistry depa rtment h as announced 
a topic change o f Chemistry I 02 to the chemistry of the atmosphere 
(see box. p. 6 ), a nd a Co-op Ed course in environmental pro-
blems is about to begin ( sec box, p. 10). Outside the classroom, 
you can read ( see syllabus, p. 6) , o r jo in one of the ecolo~ical 
action groups ( sec articles, pp. 6, 8, 10) . C all for smog gua rds on 
automobiles, a nd the development of a chea p no n-gasoline o pe rated 
car; picket co rporatio ns co mmitting pollution abuses. 
Only aroused public opinion will make the governme nt act. 
Woman Power 
To the editor: 
Hooray for News for raising the is-
sue of women'g liberation on a cam-
pus-wide basis. Diana Durgin's article 
was especially good, chronicling as it 
did the way in which most of us are 
r.ot taken seriously as women during 
our experiences at Wellesley and an-
alyzing the artificiality of the "solu-
tion" to the woman's dilemma which 
many of us will undoubtedly choose. 
And for one more example of how we 
are dewomanizc>d right here at \\'el-
lesley, change the la bels on the bath-
room doors in the cartoon on page 5 
to "Women" and Students." 
Pamela Berg '70 
Claflin Tradition 
To the editor: 
This was part of the assignment for 
History 224. It might be of interest to 
students of Wellesley: 
Victoria Woodhull and her equally 
""··d sister. Tennessee Celeste Claf-
lm, burs t upon the New York scene 
in 1868. Although nominally stock-
brokers, they were agitators and evan-
gelists by persuasion, and enthusiasts 
for everything radical. or just plain 
wild-socialism, spiritualism or wom-
en's rights . . . 
Their Wet-kly (Woodhull and Claf· 
lln's Weekly) was interested in mar-
riage from the beginning. Stephen 
Pearl Andrews (their mentor) be-
lie\·ed in free love in t he usual Victor-
ian sense (that is, in extramarital 
sexual relationships contracted as a 
matter or principle). and the Clanin 
sisters had practised free love long 
before they understood its theoretical 
possibilities. Having thrown out a 
good many hints, Mrs. Woodhull final-
fy called a mass meeting and on the 
stage of Steinway Hall declared her-
self a free lover. She seems to have 
been genuinely astonished at the fer-
ocious reaction to this public confes-
sion; newspapers hounded her, cau-
tious feminists snubbed her , and the 
sisters fell on hard times, financially 
and emotionally. Victoria s truck 
back by disclosing that Henry Ward 
Beecher , the most famous preacher 
of the day and a good friend of wom-
en's suffrage, had been having an af-
t.air with the wife of Theodore Tiiton, 
Mrs. Woodhull 's friend, her biograph-
er, and perhaps her lover. The en-
suing scandal destroyed the Claflins 
and the Tiltons; but Beecher survived 
it, thanks to his great reputation, con-
siderable courage, and influential 
friends. (From Dls!Jcnt-Exploratlons 
ln American Radicalism edited by Al-
fred Young.) 
Gail Smallwood '71 
Ship 101 Fools? 
(Ed. Note: This letter was written 
by Rick Fitch for the College Press 
St>n·lce.) 
In the White House press briefing 
room is a painting of a sailboat floun-
dering in choppy seas, its mast broken 
of! and deck flooded. The crew mem-
bers have abandoned ship. Grey 
clouds of an impending tempest loom 
om!nously in the background. 
It is doubtful whether the painting 
was hung on the wall as a visual meta-
phor to describe the Nixon administra-
tion's handling of Vietnam or reaction 
to the Moratorium, but the work, con-
tac;ting sharply with the rather mun-
dane illustrations of Nixon's face that 
constitute the room's most noticeable 
aesthetic fare, serves that function ad-
mirably all the same - with one In-
accuracy: 
In the painting, the crew, has desert-
ed the sinldng ship; in life, President 
Nixon has apparently chosen to at-
temot to ride out the storm of public 
protest against the Vietnam war, in-
volving Innuendos of un-Americanism 
to plug the leaks in his constituency, 
and phrase "peace without honor" to 
justify our continued military pres-
enre in the Southeast Asian country. 
The President has to be aware first-
hard of what was going on Oct. 15. If 
he neered out a White House window 
rl11rin1? the day, he saw protesters 
old peace symbols. They gathered at 
parks, churches, universities, libr-
ar ies, courthouses, museums, news-
papers and the hills of Vietnam . . . 
7he question that lingers ;s what 
· they' ' will do next. 
wm they return to business as 
usual next month if President Nixon 
announces another withdrawal of, 
say, 25,000 men, or establishes a plan 
of troop withdrawal to be carr1eJ out 
by 1972, or suddenly decided to re-
place all U.S. draftees in Vio?tnam 
with volunteers? 
Will they observe November 's p:an-
ned two days or morator ium in the 
same numbers as they did October's? 
Or will they cast their lot m the 
slightly more militant peace activities 
coordinated by the New Mobilization 
Committee to End the War in Viet-
nua m - the march on Washington 
for easterners, and the march on 
San Francisco for the westerners, 
both on Nov. 15? 
The answers can only be predicted, 
but one thing is certain: if the cur-
rent peace movement follows even 
remotely the course of protests in the 
past, some of those who are just a 
lit tle more radicalized as a result of 
the Mora torium will, if Nixon fails 
to end the war, gfve up in disgust at 
their impotence. 
~d others tapping thelr newly 
attained political consciousness will 
find in their frustrations a souz'.ce of 
power to preserve. 
Th~re's a line that goes, "Red sky 
a t night. sailors delight/ red sky in 
the morni~g. sailors taking warning." 
TI1e sky rs red, and the shitstorm's 
a-comin. Is the Nixon administration 
a ship of fools? 
holrlinl? antiwar placards and standing BEWARE! 
solemnly along Pennsylvania Ave. ALL copy must be TYPED 
... Unless he wore earmuffs, he must 
havP heard chants Of "peace now" anouncements, press releases, Ill'· 
and "stoo the war." tlcles, committee reports, last wfJla 
And if Nixon turned on a radio or a and testaments - submitted to 
tell'Vision. he heard about the 100.tro News for publication MUST meet 
in Boston. 15.000 on Wall St .. 50.000 in the following requirements or they 
will be returned to their 90UFC8 New Haven. 20.000 at the University of origin. 
of Mich.. 50.0.10 in downtown New ALL copy must be TYPEDf 
Vork Citv. 15.000 at the University of (t y p e d) and DOUBLESPACED 
Wisconsin. and many more who came (one blank line between each line 
out for brinl'ing the boy.1 home. of type) with margtne set at 18 
. .. The next day, facing a roomful and 80 (a 70 space Doe). 
of rel'IOrters. White House press sec- AU, copy must also be aooom· 
retarv Rem Ziegler said he has nothing panted by a CARBON (dupllcate) 
to renort concerning the President's or reasonable facsimile of the orl-
rP11rtion to the Moratorium. ginal. 
P eonle oarticinatine in the Mora- ALL copy which does not adhere 
tor ium. emoloved candles. buttons, to this form will not be pubHsbed 
coffins. tollin~ bells. wreaths, ~ongs, (appear on these pages). 
torches, flags at half-mast, black Thank you (very modi). 
armbands, flowers, songs, and plain ..,------~------11 
O n the local level. you can attend, or even testify at, the Boston 
a ir pollution hearings (see article, p. 6 ). On the n a tiona l leve l pres-
sure your Congressman. Both the Senate and the House must vote 
on a number of bills. 
Strong enforcement powers, backed by a m eaningful financial 
commitment are imper ative. Whlle Congressional and bureaucratic 
in-fighting ranges, lungs a re black ened and lives are shortened . 
Mystery Masks Beatie Death 
by Derek Graves "73 
'Twas the eve of the Moratorium, 
and most people were occupied lis-
tening to the teach-in, washing their 
hair in preparation for the march to 
the Common, and other such worthy 
pursuits. But one group in Munger 
was bl.llsy investigating a Mystery. 
Some membe rs of the College community have a lready sug-
gested that W ellesley d evelop a program o f environmental studies. 
News urges the W ellesley Commissio n to explore a synthesis of 
courses and research in sociology, chemistry, psychology, political 
science, eco no mics and ~iological sciences. In the m eantime , we 
enourage o the rs to act. Far be it from them to discredit 
the peace effort, but after all, it is 
big news when sources reveal that 
Man canno t conquer his environment by killing it ; he m ust Paul McCartney is dead, and in fact 
learn to live with and not against it. died three years ago. 
How It Began 
The rumor started early last week 
NEWS 
Owned, opereted, and published weekly on Thursd ay, S.ptembe r through May 
inclusive exce pt during Christmes and spring vacation during examination 
periods by t he Wellesley College News, officH in Billings Hall, Wellesley 
College, WellHley, Men. 02161 . Telephone 235·0545 end 234·0320, exten· 
sion 270. C irculetion 2500 t o students (included in tuition l a nd to fa culty, 
plus 500 subscriptions, 500 o ffice copies: Subscriptions $5.00 per annum: 
Second chu s posteg e paid at Boston, Mass., unde r the act of March 8, 1897. 
R•prHented for National Advertising by Nationa l Adve rtising Se rvice Inc: 
in Detroit, when Russ Gibb, owner of 
the Grande Ballroom and some-time 
D.J. for WKNR-FR, announced that 
Paul had succumbed after an autom<>-
bile accident the night of the com-
mand performance for the Queen at 
the Albert Hall. Gigg gave as proof 
a number of "clues," dropped by the 
Beatloo themselves on their album 
covers ever since the grisly event 
tr~nspired. 
The opinions expreued in this newspaper are not necessari ly those of the 
Administretion. 
The Munger sleuths a ssembled 
their records; low and behold, they 
discovered that Gibb was right. At 
l cfltor-h1-Chlef: Sue Heinemann '70 
M111109la9 Editor: Ma ry Enterline '70 
News l!dltor: Anne Tre bilcock '70 
any rate, the clues existed. Two al-bie Lodge ' 73 Peggy Mac kiewicz 
'72, Euge nie Meek '70 Deidre Park- ternatives thuts present themselves. 
e r '72, Paula Pavey '73, June Either the Bea tles are staging an im-
Ro berts '70, Susan Shiparo '73 . mense a nd rather unfunny hoax (a J11alor Edlton 
M•09la9: Betsy Bowman '7 1, 
Fowler ' 71 , Sue W ing ' 71 
Newt: Pet Nicely '71 
C andy l'tlotography: Darice G rippo '71 , Pat theory supported by some of the 
Morrikewa '70, Lise Th oman '73, D.J.'s a t WBCN, who mainta in that 
Lin Tu c ke r ' 71 , Gail Smal lwood '7 1, Paul is obsessed with death), or Paul 
lteporten: An ne Aresty ' 73, Susen 
Beusell '73, Kathy Beckett '73, 
Louise Bed iche k '72 , Janet Bentley 
' 72, Caro l A. Constantian '72, Mo l-
lie Davison '73, Jan ina DeCoster 
'72, Susen Diskin '72, Dorothy Du-
llose '7<1, Derek G raves •n . Connie 
Kallmen ' 72, Kyle Kinsey ' 72, Deb· 
Marg ie Krueger '70. McCartney is no longer with us. 
CCfl1oonlst : Abby Crane '73 The CJ1ue11 
Business Ma11ager: Martha Morrison For those of you who doubt, here 
'70 
Circulation Ma nage r: Lynn McC a rley is a partial lilst of clues., On "Yester-
'72 dav arn:l Today," Paul is in a trunk 
Adftrtlsi•CJ Ma11ager: Martha Morri- On "Sgt. P epper," there is a bass 
son '70 guitar composed of flowers on the 
front cover; Paul play(s/ ed) bass to the effect that the person imper-
guitar. There is a hand over Paul's sonating Paul is really Mike McGeer, 
head, which signifies death. Also who disappeared the night of the ac-
cspelled out in the flowers, if you can cident. There are many other clues, 
find it, is the cryptic phrase, "Paul?"· as well, some of them exceedingly 
Inside, Paul is sporting a badge with obscure. In any case, the mystery re-
" 0 .P .D." on it. This is the English mains and the clues are tantalizing. 
equivalent of DOA, and mea.ns 
"Officially Pronounced Dead." On 
the back cover, Paul is the only one 
whose back is turned. 
" Magical Mystery Tour" abounds 
in clues. In every picture, P aul either 
has a hand over his head, or ls bare-
footed (another sign of death), or Is 
near some significant poster , such 
as "I WAS" and "THE BEST WAY 
TO GO." In one picture, three of the 
Beatles are wearing red carnations; 
P aul's is black. In addition, at the 
end of "Strawberry Fields Forever," 
a voice whispers, "Paul is dead." 
Finally there is the reference to the 
walrus, which means corpses in one 
of the Near-eastern languages. 
On "The Beatles" we are informed 
that "The walrus was Paul." In Rev-
olution #9," a voice says, "Paul is 
dead" several times. On the cover 
of "Abbey Road," the Beatles are 
leaving a cemetery in a procession. 
John represents the priest. Ringo the 
mourner, George the gravedigger, 
and Paul the corpse. Paul is out of 
step, barefoot, and carrying a cigar-
ette in his right hand although he 
is left -handed (a sure li£Jl of death, 
right?). In the background, there is 
a car with the license number "28 
IF." P aul would be twenty~ight if he 
were alive. 
Diehard believers in Gibb's rumor 
can produce additional information, 
Cause for Rope! 
Certainly, everyone can now go out 
am search f'Or themselves, but lest 
It disturb anyone too mueh, there is 
one word of hope. During the foot-
ball cheeres at the end of '11levolu-
tion # 9", there is a "Paul's not 
dead" amongst the •• m 0 c k that 
kick's". 
Requiescat in pace. The Munger 
group pursued the mystery f'Or two 
hours on October 15, so he deserves 
it, dead or alive. 
METCO 
llF.TCO (Metropolitan Co~l 
for Educational Opportunity) needs 
150 volunteers to tutor high school 
Juniors and seniors. 'Die program 
Is geared toward college entrance, 
therefore the tutoring ls done In 
math and English (Scholastlc Ap-
titude Tests emphaslr.ed.) Tutors 
will spend 11/J hours weekly at 
the METCO center In Boxbary with 
ooo tutee only (U enough people 
volunteer). Some traosportaUon 
has already been arranged. Peo-
p le with cars are still needed Tu-
toring begins In early November. 
u Interested p leasel contact Mr. 
London or Kathy M&Jeaey ID Cu& 
nove-%35-2150. I 
Thursday, October 23, 1969 WELLESLEY NEWS Page S 
Senator Kennedy Speaks on War 
Calls for Total Withdrawa l by '72 
by Judy Rousuck '78 
An air of excitiflg apprehension 
tilled the Somerset Hotel Ballroom as 
members of the Wot·ld Affairs Coun-
cil of Boston waited to hear Sen. 
Edward M. Kennedy speak on Oct. 15, 
Moratorium Day. 
from now," he said. The crowd of 
500 met his words with instantaneous 
applause. Kennedy then continued by 
proposing that air and water trQOps 
be out of Viet Nam no later than 
1972. 
City School Committee Stages 
True-to-Life American Drallla 
The smiling senator rose to begin, 
and dead silence challenged his words. 
Kennedy began his speech with a 
subdued eloquence, as, scanning the 
crowd scrupulously, he said, "We 
meet to discuss the war in Viet 
Nam." 
His talk continued with a series of 
generalizatinos and dovish thoughts. 
In a moment of fervor the Massachu-
setts senior senator said, "We have 
not defeated the enemy in Vietnam 
nor will we. We have fought to a 
standstill." 
And In Saigon 
Speaking of the Saigon leaders, 
Kennedy said, "Their fear of losing 
power has caused them to turn away 
from all democratic procedures. In 
essence the government of South 
Viet Nam has little more claim to 
democracy than the government in 
Hanoi." 
Kennedy it seemed was verbalizing 
the thoughts that were more and more 
becoming accepted truths concerning 
the war. " I would propose that the 
United States schedule a pulling out 
of forces no later than one year 
Down to Specifics 
The senator had gotten down to 
specifics. From that point on the 
speech wandered back to general 
terms. A sense of uneasiness re-
placed the silence. Kennedy had 
made his viewpoi11t known ; now he 
spoke of the Nixon administration. 
"We have traveled these paths before, 
and we know them to be empty prom-
ises. What is being respectfully sug-
gested is that he develop and speak 
to us on his policy." 
There was a faint return to the 
lofty diction that had brought him ap-
plause a few minutes before as Ken-
nedy concluded by saying that we 
have a chance to rid ourselves of the 
burden and renew the nation. 
Wa.'\: F'lgure? 
The crowd gave Kennedy a stand-
ing ovation, and then quickly dis-
persed. A few photographers remain-
ed to snap pictures of a man who 
looked more like a wax figure come 
to life than a reality. 
And in the newspapers the next 
morning few mentions were made of 
the speech made hy a senator who 
strangely had seem~d to be rallying 
for his life, rallying for his reputa-
tion. and rallying for his words. 
Rosencrab Ha ils Musical Mix; 
Opens Ea rs to "Blind Faith" 
b~· 'Rosen<•rab '71 
I hought it sight unheard. Blind 
Faith. Salvation. Redemption. In the 
presence of Clapton. Winwood. Baker 
and Grech. 
on "Sea of Joy." To get the full 
benefit of the bassist. try listening to 
"Family Entertainment" <Reprise) 
where his r.ontrlbutlons on bass. 
violin. vocals and lyrics are vital. <In-
cid"Ptly. Family is another beautiful 
group - little heard of. unfortun-
ately.) 
by Sue Wing '71 
(.EJd. note: The following is the 
first in a hopefully continuing series 
on "Things You May Have Missed 
on the Boston Scene even If You Do 
Read the C r i m s o n Confidential 
Guide.") 
Number Fifteen Beacon Street is 
a block down into the shadows from 
the old gold-domed Boston City Hall. 
It is also the legal residence of the 
Boston School Committee. In an at-
tempt to get behind this election 
year's conden!Sed Globe biographies, 
touched-up photos and q u o tab I e 
quotes. this reporter decided to check 
out last week's Committee meeting. 
(Open sessions Tuesdays at 1 p.m. 
Cali ahead to check.) 
It was a learning experience. Let's 
begin with the lobby. There the cas-
ual visitor finds out at least two 
things: a) The reference library on 
the ground is a good place to 
kill time. It houses a large collect-
ion of books on topics ranging from 
the mechanics of running a happy 
kindergarten to recipes for chicken 
friccasee designed to tit into a 45-
minute home economics period to 
guidance problems with high school 
hang-ups; b) The order below the di-
rectory to "please direct any ques-
tions to the elevator man," isn't kid-
ding. He told this reporter where to 
eat. where to find a telephone. and 
:>. ladies' room. and sent her for 
furthe r information on the Committee 
rneeting to the office of Chairman 
John J. Kerrigan. (Kerrigan was 
busy, but a man waiting outside, 
when asked about the meeting time, 
reSTlOnded. "Ask the elevator man; 
he'll know for sure.") 
Show on the Road 
After about 40 minutes delay spec-
tators arid committee members drib-
bled into the meeting room at regular 
i11tPrvals. Someone who looked of-
ficial handed out agendas. a rather 
ambitious three-page list with space 
under each item provided for notes. 
A.,<l now. to set the scene: Backed 
uo by Massachusetts and United 
States flags. the committee sat be-
hind a curved desk. facing the "Press, 
and. behind them. the soectators. 
Lawvers and officials related to the 
committee business of the day sat 
in a fenced-off area to the side. 
Three Ring Circus 
It was a three-rim'{ circus, with 
John J. Kerrigan as rimnnaster. onl:v 
thils reoorter wasn't alwavs sure that 
she knew what was happening in all 
the rings. It wasn't too difficult to 
keep track of her direct associates. 
To her right Commiltt-eman Paul 
Tierney seemed to have many papers 
on his section of the desk and at his 
fingertips legal justification<s for his 
stands. Thomas Eisenstadt, snappily 
dressed, young and eager, came 
across as more progressive than this 
reporter had expected. Granted none 
of the agenda ventured into the area 
of racial discrimination, the issue 
which last year made Eisenstadt the 
center of controversy during his suc-
cessful campaign for Suffolk County 
Sheriff. 
James McDevitt had the flu, as he 
explained to first row spectators as 
he left. And, J oseph Lee, veteran of 
18 long years on the School Commit-
tee, yes, Joseph Lee. still smokes a 
hookah, still reads Civil War quota-
tions and still can recall tne days, 
"when North Vietnam became a 
Marxist dictatorship." 
Battle of Words 
Off and running, the prillcipals con-
sidered a Vietnam Peace Day Reso-
lution drawn up by Tierney. Essen. 
tially, the proposal called for the 
Committee to declare Wed., Oct. 15 
"Vietnam Peace Day" in the Boston 
public schools. The resolution advo-
cated no particular stand on the war, 
but rather emphasized the need to 
set aside a96embly periods or dis-
cussion classes so that Boston chil-
dren might learn about and discuss 
what is avowedly a national crisis. 
A beautiful dialogue between Eisen· 
stadt and Lee ensued. "We must 
come down to the hard issues of 
diplomacy," said Lee. And Eisen-
stadt complied, diplomatically noting 
that, "even considering the Insight, 
wisdom, and eloquence of Mr. Lee," 
thls was one issue on which, felt 
E isenstadt. Mr. Lee was misdi-
rected. On the whole, Eisenstadt was 
"surprised that this motion gave rise 
to any controversy at all. Lee dis-
sented. however. declaring, "I don't 
think we should use our children ais 
puppets. To me the world is divided 
Into two classes, those who hate free-
dom and those who love freedom." 
And so on. 
Dramatls Persona 
Tierney probably felt frustrated be-
cause McDevitt's early departure 
evidently deprived him of one of the 
"aye's" he had been anticiooting. 
Kerrigan probably felt. well, this re-
oorter was never quite sure what 
Kerrigan felt after he incorrectly re-
statE!d Tierney's explanation of the 
proposal's purpose and, in the end, 
voted against it, on the grounds that 
because the Moratorium was on the 
same day, it would associate the 
"Vietnam Peace Day" with the po-
litical attit udes of the Moratorium di-
rectors. So it was a tie, and that was 
the end of that. 
And the show went on. The audi-
ence seemed to be paying attention 
most of the time, but there was 
pelnly or exlranous movement. A 
succesion of photographers with hard-
ly invisible six-foot camera tripods 
paraded up and down the aisles, 
flashing strobes at the Committeemen 
and anyone in the audience who look-
ed unusual , like nuns or people with 
peace buttons or wire.rim glasses. 
Four principals whose high schools 
had been threatened with loss of ac-
creditation (Tierney again was the 
attorney in charge) came before the 
Committee to plead their cause for 
Jeremiah Burke, Hyde Park, Ros-
lindale, and J amaica Plain high 
schools. 
If this reporter had stayed past 
3:45 to hear about the six remaining 
items on the agenda, she might have 
something to say now about "a Pro-
posal for Bilingual Transitional Clus-
ter , a Proposed change of title -
Dept. of Elementary Supervision, a 
Plan of Operation - School Lunch 
Program, a Proposal for a Depart-
ment of Research and Evaluation, a 
Plan to organize a Department of 
Special Services, and even the :iam-
ing of Hastings Street School." But 
she didn't, and so she doesn't. 
Curtains 
As she beat a surreptitious retreat 
past the nuns who were discussing 
Bilingual Clusters with their earnest 
young counsel, the audience had con· 
siderably thinned out. A photographer 
met her at t<he door, guiding her 
along a detour around the publicity 
tableau of his bleach-blond reporter 
flliend shaking hands \vith Somebody 
Important. And as this reporter re-
gained the great outdoors, she couM 
hear the elevator man telling one 
more worried woman, "Yes, Ma'am, 
they certainly still are meeting. It's 
on the third floor; I'll take you right 
up." 
If. some Tuei::day afternoon l-'OU 
decide to drop in on Fifteen ~cm. 
you may disregard this article. Don't 
exoP.ct anything - except a few sur-
p1'ises and a unique confrontation 
with the American Way. 
You used to be a little panic strick-
Pn when groups broke up because it 
usually meant the end of the sound 
an<l a slipping into the files of faded 
failures of favorite musicians. Now 
it seems to be more of a groovy thing 
- like rabbits. If every group broke 
up and formed new groups . . . be-
fore long there wouldn't be any more 
audience, just musicians. (No sol-
diers, politicians, pigs and other un-
sePmingly types.) 
Rule One: Do not diliess. The topic 
was the Blind Faith album. Rich 
blues and greens - "Sea of Joy." 
There are only six songs on the al-
bum: three by Winwood, one each by 
Clapton and Baker and one oldie -
1958 vintage - "Well All Right." 
The songs. "Do What You Like" is 
fifteen minutes reminiscent of Cream 
- the solo thing, Baker styled. "Sea 
of .Toy" is just that. "In the Pres-
ence of the Lord" (Oapton) is holy, 
beautiful. "Had to Cry Today" and 
"Ca11't Find My Way Home" are the 
most Trafficy songs in the album . 
Winwood's wailing carries them both 
past the ears and somewhat into the 
regions of unforgettableness. 
My favorite? "Well All Right." 'Dear Love' to Premier Here 
Being a long time collector of Traf-
fic and an admirer of Cream, I'm na-
turally in favor of the record. Ever 
triPd moong milk with gasoUne? Put 
a milkshake in your tank. I will ad-
mit - it took two listens to convince 
me. Then the spirit took hold. Each 
son!?: is, well, as close to perfect as 
I'd dare call anything. 
Clapton and Winwood complement 
rather than antagonize and when Bak-
er drn:-s something that points out his 
presence, you realize how much he is 
t~ere all the time playing around your 
viscera <affE!<'ts mostly the heartbeat 
adrenalin. breathing and sometime~ 
the head). Not to mention Rick 
Gre~h's solid bass and electric violin 
I A TllEATRICAJ, ALTERNATIVE I Jrtimidated by all-college pr1>-
ductlons? Snowed under by too 
much work to make a full -time 
play rommihnent? An alternative 
Is brewing ••. 
Tonight, nt 10 p.m., in the Stone 
living room, people interested in 
occasional dramatic readings, ex-
;>eriments with theater production, 
etc. should gather to discuss the 
logistics of thPir opera!fon. The 
broad aim, according to organizer 
Karen Robinson '71 Is to decen-
trnUze theatre into the dorms and 
open up access to dramatic expe- 1 
rlence. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-· 
Strange, considering I had to culti-
vatP an ear for early rock and grass 
roots blues. Winwood's piano opening 
explodes into some intense drumming 
and a driving guitar. Winwood and 
Oaptor. on vocals blend in a pain-
fully .Pleasant way <don't ask me to 
explain - you have to hear it). 
So whose band is it? It all depends 
on your partiality. Buy it and decide 
for yourself, or just accept it - on 
faith and "Do What You Like." 
"We women! I begin to think that 
none are so bold as the timid, when 
they are fairly aroused! " - Elizabeth 
Barrett to Robert Browning. 
The world premier of Dear Love, a 
new play by J erome Kilty based on 
the Jove letters of the two famous 
poets will be staged in Alumnae Hall 
on Fri. evening, Nov. 7. The presen-
tation, based on the letters in Welles-
ley's Rare Book Room collection, will 
mcve to MIT's Kresge Auditorium 
the following night.. 
• m ind expansions 
WASHINGTON, D. c. (IP) - George Washington University has re-
ceived a grant from the Ford Foundation for the development and applica-
tion of new techniques for plannmg, programming, and budgeting through-
out the University. By developing and exploring alternative means of 
achieving the desired objectives better coordination of programs, purposes, 
and resources within the total university is anticipated. 
ITHACA, N. Y. (IP) - The chairman of the President's Commission on 
Student Involvement in Decision-Ma king at Cornell University has recom-
mended the establishment of a council representing the entire university 
community to make vital policy decisions quickly ... The report, after an 
exhaustive analysis of the situation, concluded that students unrest is not 
simply a revolt against the existing order. Rather, it said, it is in a large 
part a quest for a sense of community. Recommendations included an 
examination of requirements, advisory systems, and the postponing of 
final registration lo encourage students to "shop around" for satisfying 
courses. 
BUFFALO, New York {CPS) - Incensed by the continued presence of 
the military on campus, nearly 100 students ransacked four A~ Force 
ROTC offices at the State Univ. of N. Y. at Buffalo on Moratorium day. A 
member of t:h€ Student Assn. commented, "What has happened here is a 
reaction to the continuous r efusal of the U. S. government to recognize the 
anti-war feeling that has grown steadily since the Vietnam War began." 
SAN FRANCISCO. Calif. (CPS) - Despite a proclamation by President 
S. I. Hayakawa that students and tea::hers missing classes would be 
punished, the campus of San Francisco Stale College was virtually closed 
down. An estimated 80 per cent of the students attended Vietnam Mora. 
(Continued on Page It) 
Miss Hannah D. French, Research 
Librarian, has arranged the special 
Barrett-Browning display now in the 
Library's main exhibition hall. Work-
ing with Miss Jean Glasscock, Direc-
tor of Special Events, Mrs. French 
began a few years ago to interest Mr. 
Kilty in writing this adaption. Mis 
work is not only a strong theatrical 
Pie<>e. she feels. but also remains 
faithful to the original letters of the 
lovers. 
Kilty: Actor-Playwright 
Appearing as Robert Browning in 
the production, Mr. Kilty gained re-
nown in 19:60 with his adaotation of 
the corresoondence between Bernard 
Shaw and Mrs. Patrick Campbell. in 
DPar Liar. Since then, the play has 
been seen in ii !most every country of 
the world. He also wrate Ides of 
March, based on Thornton Wilder's 
novel. several television plays. and 
one movie. The Dn:v and the Hour, 
~t<1rrine Simone Signoret and Stuart 
Whitman. 
As a n 11<'.'tor. he has been on 
Bm<utwav in 11 1>lavs. and worked 
w;th thp::i.trE'S acro~s the con11tr:v. in-
rlnninP' the Groun Twenty Plavers of 
WpllpslPv 11nrl thP Yale Ret"IPrtorv 
r."m"<1nv. ~inre 19AA. hE' has rlividerl 
1,;~ Hmp hPtWPPrt nirt>Ctin!!' nlavs in 
Enronp 11nci the TT.,itP<l St::ite~. A 
P"N>ci•1<1 tP nf H<1nr::i rrl hP helned found 
fh o R,.attlP 'T"hp<1trp l'omnany. 
p,.fncll"Kll AcfTess 
T11 thP rolp of F.li7<1hpth ~rrPtt. 
~,,~, 'T'hnmnson al~o brlnl1's consider-
<>hlp thP'lfrP PYT>erienC'P to the ner-
form::.ncp With e"'tPnsiue rP.,Prtorv 
Pxn<"rience . she has aoneared in nro-
ductions of Dylan Thonm as Under 
Milkwood, off-Broadway productions, 
the American Shakespeare Festival 
and American Conservatory Theatre 
productions. She has most recently 
appeared in An Evening for Meelln 
Finch at Lincoln Center, after direct-
ing the touring company of Barefoot 
in the Park with Myrna Loy and Mr. 
Kilty playing opposite her. 
Dear Love was commissioned by 
Wellesley to coincide with the first 
edition publicat ion of the love letters 
by the Harvard University and Oxford 
University Presses. They are anno-
tated by the late Elvan Kintner. a 
Browning scholar. 
Wellesley received the letters in 
1930, from Miss Caroline Hazard, the 
College's fifth preisdent, in memory of 
Alice Freeman Palmer, the second 
president. The original containers, 
Browning's brown marquetry box 
and Barrett's collapsible green leather 
also form part of the oollection. 
Rare Books' Rare Door 
The letters from Browning to th~ 
woman he loved came through the 
slot of the door at 50 Wimple Street, 
London. That actual door, through 
which Browning walked to visit his 
beloved, now stands next to the en-
trance of the Rare Book Room on 
the library's second floor. 
DE'ar Love performance tickets wi11 
be distributed in the dorms on Fri., 
Oct. 31; alumnae tickets will be 
available later from the Coordinator 
of Special Events, if all are not used 
by members of the college commu-
nity. The Rebecca Bacharach Treves 
Fund, established by Dr. Norman 
Treves In memory of his wife, will 
sponsor the event. 
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Environme·nt 
Boston Area Ecology Action 
Rallies to Preserve Air, Life 
Scheduled for November 25 
Boston Air Pollution Hearings 
by Debbie Lodge "7S 
"earth power" 
"this ls the last place we have. 
there ls nowhere else. It Is bard for 
us to feel It as riders on a spinning 
balL" 
Riders on a spinning ball: man 
living on the earth. And off the 
earth, all too often destroying. 
around Boston in gas masks, gag 
from the lack of breathable air, and 
collapse in the odiferous wake of 
buses. 
This week is National Cleaner Air 
Week. ("Breathe deeply, then re-
volt.") In honor of this, Boston Area 
Ecology Action will present a pollu-
tion prize to the industry which has 
contributed most to polluting Boston. 
man. Very simply DDT-sprayed 
grass is eaten by cow which is eaten 
by man. It is impossible even to 
conduct consequence tests, for there 
is no DDT-free person to serve as a 
norm. 
Ecological Army 
by Jeannie Hjermstad "10 
Guest Reporter 
If you live in the center of Boston, 
the city's air pollution problems will 
be very immediate !or you: certainly 
because of the constant filth of your 
car, your dwelling's windows, and 
maybe because of a friend's respitory 
problems. But if you live with dull-
r.ess. grayness, and discomfort long 
enough, you can get used to it. 
use of the air, public hearings are 
required so that each interest group 
can express its opinion of the pro-
posed standards. These hearings a:e 
set for November 25 at 10:00 a.m. m 
the Gardner Auditorium o( the State 
House. Industry representatives will 
testi fy, but will the citizens? 
A group of concerned people, afraid 
that man will ruin himself and his 
environment through massive pollu-
tion and destruction, have banded 
together to form Boston Area Ecology 
Action. This organization has recent-
ly opened an Ecology Action Center 
in Cambridge, at 9'25 Mass. Ave., to 
make this crisis known and to do 
something about it. 
Progressive Pollution 
The pollution of our environment 
presents a great threat to human sur-
vival. Often destruction is incurred in 
the name of "progress". But it is 
feasible that, in the near future, com-
panies may have to disband to cur-
tail such "progress" and. save the 
environment. 
The Boston Area Ecological Action 
hopes to combat many of the above-
mentioned problems. It is a loosely 
structured organization composed of 
many types of people - all volunteers 
- of any age, united in a common 
concern. 
This organiaztion is apolitical. Mr. 
Berube cited "man's relation with the 
earth as the basis for our action". 
While they will support certain bills 
and encourage legislature, political 
campaigning is not part of any ecol-
ogy action program. 
If you only come into the Boston 
area occasionally, the often poor 
visibility and grit seem a pity, you 
wonder why "somebody doesn't do 
something," and you escape home 
with a vague sense of relief. - Enjoy 
your escape while you can, for auto 
congestion and industry are moving 
fast out along 128 and the suburbs. 
And it will soon be your turn to live 
with dullness, grayness, and discom-
fort until you get used to it. 
The Public is an interest group 
which does not yet seem to know or 
care about its own best interests. It 
is through such specific hearings as 
these upcoming ones that viable 
·public priorities can be formulated. 
Here people must begin testing and 
proposing workable hypotheses as to 
why and how a quality environment 
become an American actuality. 
Quantity, Quality 
Ecology Crisis 
What ecology crisis? When was 
the last time you went for a swim 
in the Charles? Or deeply inhaled 
the aroma of fresh exhaust? 
Pollution comes in all models: air, 
water, noise. Even our food is poison-
ed with various chemicals and pre-
servatives which have never been 
tested for health safety. Housing de-
velopments and highways spring up 
overnight, tinting open spaces the 
grimy hue of "progress". 
Money-mad men will have to 
tighten their belts at the cost of sal-
vaging their lives, for, as Mr. Berube 
cynically noted, "People have in-
vested interest in killing themselves." 
Man tends to undertake projects for 
the sheer power of them and over-
looks any consequences. As an exam-
ple of this, Mr. Berube cited the 
Super Sonic Jet-transport. It may well 
be the biggest. flashiest, fastest air-
craft ever. Who'll notice the extra 
noise, a few booms, a few cracks? 
Who'll miss tht! grass where the as-
phalt jetport is now? 
Although there is mutual coopera-
tion with other similarly-directed 
groups - the Sierra Club, the Com-
mittee for Better Er.vironment - the 
Boston Area Ecology Action is a 
unique concern formed exclusively to 
meet the needs of the Boston area. 
Making Living Livable 
Help Remedy Pollution 
Air pollution is part of the urban 
blight: a monster man has created 
and now has no idea what to do with. 
Two things will be crucial to the 
effectiveness of public influence: the 
quantity and quality of their argu-
ments. A large body of the citizenry 
must be reckoned with as a political 
and economic force. If there are 
enough of them at the hearings, they 
will be listened to - if they say 
something valuable. 
Alan Berube, of Boston Area Ecol-
ogy Action, urges people to recog-
nize this crisis as most serious. 
''We're living in an environment that 
is not quite fatal, but it's on the 
border." The Ecology Action Center 
Is an attempt at making our environ-
ment livable once more. 
Anyone is welrome - to read, to 
talk, to visit. The Ecology Action 
Center is ope~every day from 10 a.m. 
to 11 p.iy( Help is desperately 
needed, especially in the way of con-
tributions: furniture, magazines, sulr 
scriptions, money (no telephone yet 
- too expensive -). time, anything 
at all. Mr. Berube invited everyone 
interested to drop in and make living 
liveable. 
In the next four weeks there is an 
opportunity to start remedying Bos-
ton air pollution_ 
Ecology Adfon Center 
At the Center on Mass. Ave., there 
is a library and reference room. as 
well as an assortment of literature 
on the current ecology crisis. A pro-
l?Tam of workshops, classes. fllms. and 
lP<"tnres is planned. A street en-
i-emble - the "J!Uerilla theater" -
win dramatically bring the crisis into 
public notice. The group will walk 
Scrap Jnnk 
Another major ecological problem 
is waste disoosal. Junk yards mar 
the land; "no-deposit. no-return" 
containers overrun the country. An 
average aluminum can only takes 
five hundred years to disint~te. 
Such an affluence of garbage led 
Peter Blake, a noted author. to chris-
ten the U.S. "God's Own Junkvard". 
' 'PPOnle mav hP hazardons to vour 
h<>'>lth." The avPral!e :1mount of 
DDT In one oerson exceeds that 
r.onsidered unsafe in federaTiv-insoec-
ted meat. This is due to food chains, 
'° magnification, which culminate in 
Josephine W. Johnson summed up 
the result of environment neglect: 
"After the first silent spring will 
come a short and suffocating sum-
mer, then asphalt autumn. and in the 
end winter. Cold. dean. concrete 
whiter. Wi11ter forever. And then we 
will have nothing to fear anymore, 
nothing to he nrotected from. nothing 
to be protected for, nothing at all." 
Syllabus Suggests Reading; 
Conservation, City Stressed 
by Faye Barned "70 
Guest Reporter 
There is so much literature about 
ow: environment today. One merely 
has to pick up the daily news, or 
thumb to the environmental section 
of Time, and other magazines, or walk 
into any bookstore. In short. there is 
just too much to read, and one is 
forced to be selective. 
Jn order to help those interested in 
environmental readings, the following 
comments have been prepared. The 
list of books suggested is by no means 
exhaustive, but it names some that 
we have encountered, felt to be gen-
erally accessible, and worthy of no-
tice. 
Value The Land 
More Samples 
"Conservation is a state of harmony 
between men and land. By land is 
meant all of the things on, over, or 
in the earth. Harmony with land is 
like harmony wtih a friend; you can-
not cherish his right hand and chop 
off his left. That is to say, you can-
not love game and hate predators: 
you cannot conserve the waters and 
waste the ranges; you cannot build the 
forest and mine the farm. The land 
is one organism. Its parts, like our 
own parts, compete with each other 
and co-operate with each other. The 
competitions are as much a part of 
the inner workings as the co-opera-
tions. You ~ regulate them - cau-
tiously - but not abolish them. 
(Harcourt, Brace and World). His is 
a general rundown of our lack of con-
cern with human values, our lack of 
commitment for improving our cities, 
etc. All in all, '76 is a good introdlt-
tion for those relatively unaware of 
the urban crisis. 
Barry Commoner's Science and Sur-
vival (Viking) discusses the problem 
of uncontrolled science. He emphasiz-
es the need to examine benefits and 
hazards of science in advance, and 
includes a summary of technological 
solutions required for automobiles, 
sewerage and fertilizers. 
Variety of Approaches 
Environment for Man: The Next 50 
Years (Ervald, ed.; Indiana Univ. 
Press) struggles with the question: 
Under Federal law (Air Quality 
Act 1967), the Boston air pollution 
control district has to establish air 
quality standards for two specific 
air pollutants: sulphur oxides and 
particulates (e.g. tlyash). The stan-
dards set the maximum amow;it of 
these pollutants l\llowaj per volume 
of airr. 
Public H~ring11 
Since a standard should represent 
a reasonable compromise among 
different interest groups vying for the 
USC Studies 
by Janet Bentley "n 
Where does scientific crisis 
meet scientific concern'? 
The Union of Concerned Scientists 
is made up of professional and aca-
demic scientists from the greater 
~ston area. Formed last spring, UCS 
now consists of several committees 
which study population problems, 
ABM, and environmental pollution 
among other things. 
The Committee on Environmental 
Pollution, headed by Dr. Henry Ken-
dall, Professor of Physics at M.I.T., 
has projects on pesticides, oil and 
air pollution. As well as working 
with the actual problems, UCS has 
an educational program in which lec-
tures are given to high school sci-
ence classes which focus on why 
there is pollution and what is being 
done about it. 
Immediate Alms 
The Public Board of Health has 
recommended standards which limit 
particulates at leveds borderlining 
health effects, and sulphur oxides at 
notably safer levels. The Boston 
Coalition for the hearings is collecting 
professional opinions on feasible im-
provements of the standards. Their 
main emphasis will be to demand 
that long-term (chronic) health dam-
age be insured against, the public to 
speak out about " long-term" mental 
~nd dehumanizing effects. 
Whoevel' will testify at the hearings, 
submit written testimony, or simply 
show up on November 25 should con-
tact Jeannie Hjermstad: 23!H>204 
(Shafer). 
Oil Pollution 
The UCS wants to make this lmown 
by publicity on television and radio 
and it wants different groups to co-
ordinate their efforts for the hearings. 
The other major interest right now 
is Portland, Me. A large oil com-
pany wants to take over a little 
island in the harbor to build facilities 
for huge oil tankers. UCS wants 
great precautions to be taken so that 
another Santa Barbara catastrophe 
does not occur and wreck the east 
coast. 
Pollution on Oct. 15 
Mr. Rabitz commented that in the 
speeches on the Common on Mora-
torium Day, when internal problems 
were mentioned and pollution was 
among them, that there was a good 
response from the crowds. Aware-
ness of the problem obviously is vital 
to its solution. 
ENVIRONMENT 
Aldo Leopold's A Sand Country Al· 
mana<' roxford) is incredible both for 
its insight and its sensitivity of ex-
pression. The first parts are filled 
with delightful vignettes of Leopold's 
encounters with the land. His is an 
incredible talent for translating 
thoughts into words - which makes 
for delightful reading and a sensitive 
presentation of earth-values. 
Part IV, "The Upshot," presents 
Leopald's argument that the "basic 
fallacy in conservation lies in the at-
tempt to justify solely on economic 
grounds what Is really a philosophical 
concept: the extension of ethics from 
people to land. Until the land is loved 
and thus respected, there is no chance 
for it to survive the impact of mech-
anized land use and continue to pro-
vide for man his natural world or for 
people to reap from it the esthetic 
harvest it is capable of contributing 
to culture through science." The in-
sights ~f the Almanac are especially 
staggering when one realizes it was 
written in 1948. 
"The outstanding scientific discov-
ery of the twentieth century is not 
television, or radio, but rather the 
comolexity of the land organism. Only 
those who know the most about it can 
aopreciate how little is known about 
it. The last word in itmorance is the 
man who says of an animal or plant: 
'What J!ood is it?' If the land mech-
anism as a whole is good. then every 
oart is good. whether we understand 
it or not. If the hiot;i . on the course 
of aeons. h::\s built something we like 
but do not understand. then who but 
a fool would discard seeminglv use-
less oarts? To keep every cog and 
wheel is the first precaution of intelli-
gent tinkering." 
What would an ideal environment be? 
(which is a crucial question if con-
servation is not to be simply negativ-
istir and anti-progressive). One must 
define environment and the applica-
tion of science, the philosophies and 
moral values involved, and then plan 
for action. 
On the economic side of conserva-
tion, Wellesley College's Marshall 
Goldman has published an excellent 
discussion in his Controlling Polln-
t.lon: the Economics of a Cleaner Am-
erica. In a most readable presenta-
tion, the issue of improving environ-
mental quality is explained and relat-
ed to social and private cost; and the 
Herschel Rabitz, a teaching fellow 
in chemistry at Harvard, and a mem-
ber of the educational program of the 
committee on Environmental Pollu-
tion, said that the two most pressing 
issues of his committee are publicity 
and the possibility of an oil problem 
in Portland, Me. In 1967, the Air Qual-
ity Control Act was passed cUid so 
in Nov., Massachusetts is holding 
hearings about pollution in this state. 
The on-campus Environmental 
Concerns group plans to sponsor a 
roster of tan lecturers and dis· 
cusslons. Now planned are: 
Oct. 28: Paul Brooks. The Chang-
ing Face of Conservation Organi-
zations, Rec. Bldg., 8 p.m. 
Nov. 6: Allen Berube, Ecology 
Actfoo Movement (RadJcal Conser· 
vat.Ion), Rec. Bldg., 8 p.m. 
Nov. IS: Willy Unsell, '"lbe West 
Ridge and Upward Bound,'' at 
MIT, time to be annoaooed. 
For ·anyone intel'ci:;ted in the envir-
onment and its problems. Leooold is 
an excellent place to becin. His i~ not 
a ~entimental deniction of MturP -
but an aonreciative one. He estalr 
lishes a mood of resnect. 
Pllmnine: for Future 
Another " starting point" is Stewart 
Udall's 1!176: Agenda for Tomorrow 
problems of getting people to use anti-
pollution devices and to be willing 
to pay the price for cleanliness are 
outlined. In short, the economic rami-
fications of conservation are moi::t in-
terestingly discussed. (IDGHLY R'EC-
0\1MENDED! ! !) . 
For a good introduction to ecology 
in general, Robert L. Smith,'s Ecot-
(Conttnued on Page 10) 
COURSE CHANGE 
There has been a change in 
topic for Chemistry 102 for second 
semester. The course will deal 
with contemporary problems in 
Che mistry n. The topic for this 
year ls: the chemi*Y of the 
atmosphere - air pollution and 
environmental problems. It will 
be a lab course open to all stu· 
dents, but not to be counted to-
] 
ward the major. Mr. Katz will 
teach IL 
Nov. 17: Sierra Club Film: 
"Glen Canyon," Rec. Bldg., 8 p.m. 
Nov. 21: Air Pollution Heartnp 
-in Boston, further details to fol-
low. 
Dec. 8: 1'1r. Gary Soucie, 
"Friends of the Earth." a newly 
formed group. He wu former 
head of the Atlantic Chapter of 
the Sierra Club. Rec. Bldg., 8 p.m. 
For further information, contact 
.Jeanne Hjermstad, Manger, %35· 
6261. 
Tlaunday, October 28, 1969 
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Nashua Flows to C leanliness; CBW Raises Moral Issues· Cha:!:_sllale~allo;~~~ .. ~0~~:,~~Defense Role Under Debaie 
When we look at the Charles River 
it Is enough to make us sick; it is 
dirty and it smells. Thinking of the 
Charles it is hard to imagine a more 
polluted river. 
According to Thomas C. McMahon, 
the State Director of Water Pollution 
Control, however, the Nashua River 
is In worse condition. In fact, it is 
the most badly polluted stream in the 
state. 
The Nashua starts in Massachusetts, 
nows across the state into New 
Hampshire and drains into the Merri-
mack. Mr. McMahon explained that 
in the area of Fitchburg there are 
three or four paper mills which empty 
untreated wastes into the river. 
Future Brighter 
"However," Mr. McMahon said, 
"the future of the Nashua looks bright. 
The paper mills and the town of Fitch-
burg have gotten together and pre-
pared an engineering report about the 
situation there. They submitted the 
report to me and through my office 
they received a research grant. They 
will then submit a report of tinal 
plans for the construction of two treat-
ment plants. When this is approved 
by Water Pollution Control, they will 
receive another grant for the actual 
construction." 
He continued that "in the next year 
or year and a half the two treatment 
plants will be built. One will handle 
municipal sewage and some paper 
mill waste. This plant will also bene-
fit surrounding communities. The 
other plant will handle primarily in-
dustrial wastes." 
He said that this project will cost 
seventeen million dollars and that both 
plants are the first of their kind in 
New England. 
Charles Problem1 
The situation with the Charles is en-
tirely different. Mr. McMahon ex-
plained that the Charles is divided in-
to· two parts. Above the Watertown 
dam is the upper Charles which is in 
relatively good condition. But the 
lower Charles from just below the 
Watertown dam through the tidal sec-
tion of Boston, the familiar part of the 
Charles is very badly polluted - for 
rather particular reasons. 
Mr. McMahon carefully pointed out 
that today's sewerage system are sep-
arate - there is one system for do-
mestic sewage and another for storm 
drainage. But in the 1800's and early 
1900's when the Boston sewerage sys-
oubide line 
Overloaded Sewen 
According to Mr. Mc'Mahon "a com-
bined sewerage system is a dry 
weather system." In other words 
when it rains in Boston the present 
sewerage system becomes overloaded. 
It cannot handle both domestic sew-
age and the storm water . 
Because of the overlcading, storm 
water mixed with some sewage over-
flows into outlets called cumhined 
sewerage overflows before reaching 
any treatment plants. This c.verflow 
o! untreated wastes the:l drains into 
natural water course!> - one is the 
Charles. 
What CM lkl Done? 
What can be done about the 
Charl~s? Mr. McMahon said that ex-
perts recommended that a nine-mile 
long rock tunnel be built umlerneath 
Boston. Wastes would be treated in-
side the tunnel and they wottld then 
be carried to the ocean. But such a 
tunnel is estimated to cost half a 
billion dollars. 
To make the problem worse. a proj-
ect like this would be ineligible for 
state and federal aid. "Aid," said Mr. 
McMahon, "is provirled for the con-
struction of anything that would abate 
the water pollution problem. Although 
the tunnel would help control Pollu-
tion. the laws as they now stand pro-
hibit aid for tha building of sewerage 
systems. Even if these laws were 
morlified there would not be half a bil-
lion dollars available." 
What Now? 
What then is happening at the mo-
ment? "Four million dollars is going 
into the construction of a demonstra-
tion project at the B. U. brid~e," l\fr'. 
McMahon said. He continued that 
"the project consists of a large cham-
ber in which there are several chlor-
ination detention tanks." 
But not only ls tltis project too small 
in that not enough of the Charles is 
afkcted by it, but also it does not get 
to the root of the problem - namely 
thn overflow of wastes into the 
Charles. But Mr. McMahon said that 
the MDC, the Metropolitan District 
Commission, is constantly working on 
the Charles with the monl'.)y they have 
available to them. 
Mr. McMahon concluded ironically 
that "the lower Charles which bas the 
greatest recreational possihilities is 
the part that needs to be cleaned up 
most." 
by Michel Dahlin "'9 
Guei;t Reporter 
The recent awareness of our devel-
opment of chemical and biological 
weapons CCBW) has raised questions 
of their morality, efficiency, position 
in the national defense system and 
their effect )n the environment 
Our use of chemicals in Vietnam 
has made especially urgent the need 
to study the effects of CBW on the 
environment. Although only chemi-
cals are now employed, the linking of 
these two in military research and 
planning makes imperative the in-
clusion of biological agents in a dis-
cussion of the effect on the environ-
ment. 
Chemicals In Vietnam 
Two kinds of chemical weapons are 
now in use in Vietnam - herbicides 
and riot control gases. While the mili-
tary advantage of defoliation is now 
being questioned, the policy of crop 
and forest destruction continues. 
According to a recently released 
Unit~ Nations report, 16% of the for-
ested area of South Vietnam had been 
treated with herbicides by the end of 
1968. It is too early to evaluate all 
long-term ecological changes which 
will result from these chemical at-
tacks, but the possibilities are grim. 
A forest, destroyed by massive cut-
ting or by defoliation, is in time re-
placed by a secondary forest which 
has fewer species of plants and ani-
mals than before but larger mnnbers 
of the surviving species. The destruc-
tion of the natural environment re-
sults in the extinction of animals and 
plants dependent upon forest condi-
tions for life. 
Ecological Consequences 
In an area with heavy rainfall, de-
forestation may result in serious eros-
ion followed by agricultural losses. In 
extreme cases, deserts have been 
created under such circumstances. 
Riot control gases now used in Viet-
nam can cause lasting damage to 
eyes and respiratory tracts when their 
victims receive an overdose. Contam-
ination may keep animal li1e out of 
heavily sprayed regions for quite a 
while, and thus temporarily disrupt 
the environment. Ecologically speak-
ing, however , r iot gases are not very 
harmful, for their contaminating ef-
fects are relatively short-lived. 
Lethal chemical weapons, which are 
not being used yet in Vietnam, are 
ecologically dangerous. Nerve gas, 
for example, kills all forms of animal 
life which it encounters. If it were 
used over a wide area, it could vir-
tually exterminate some species of 
animal lire, and thus change the dy-
namic equilibrium of that area. 
Ongoing 'Research 
With a few minor but dangerously 
portentious exceptions, biological 
weapons have not been used in mod-
ern warfare. However, this country 
and several others are engaged in 
biological weapons research. These 
weapons would be directed against 
men or their food suppliers, both plant 
and animal. 
Biological agents which affect plants 
can snread over vast areas with great 
soeed. Plants lack the defense sys-
tems that humans have, and are ex-
tremely susceptible to infection. No 
nart of the world would be absolutely 
sale from the scourge of plant dis-
eases. Mankind has long been ac-
auainted with the terrible disruption 
and suffering of famines. Plant dis-
eases lnt1uced for military reasons 
would precioitate man-made famir.es. 
Untested Factors 
Fiol01?ical weaoons used against do-
mestic animals would have similarly 
destructive effects. A successful large-
scale use of biologics might result in 
such population reductions that an 
empty niche would be created in the 
ecological community. Such a niche 
might seriously disturb the ecological 
equilibrium of an area. 
The use of biological weapons 
against man might create new rod 
of disease in which infection might 
persist for years. There is also the 
possibility of new strains of the or-
ganisms which would not be S\JSCel>' 
tible to known immunization treat· 
ments, or which would be of greater 
virulence. The appearance of differ-
ent forms of infiuenza from time to 
time is a naturally occurring example 
of such a situation. 
Aecldents Do Bappea 
Finally, the experimentation, pro-
duction and storage of CBW is a con-
stant danger to the country. In spite 
of many safety precautions, accidents 
do happen. At the Fort Detrick CBW 
lab a worker caught pneumonic 
plague. Before his highly infectious 
illness was discovered he had worked 
as a weekend lifeguard at a commun-
ity pool. Only by the greatest good 
luck was an epidemic avoided. 
Disposal of obsolete weapons poses 
a problem which defies easy solution. 
Biological agents are especially ditti-
cult to destroy. It has been estimated 
that some biological testing grounds 
will remain contaminated for another 
hundred years. 
The very fact that we develop and 
stockpile CBW makes their use ln 
combat and consequent environmental 
pollution more likely. Chemical and 
biological weapons have a potential 
for destruction and contamination 
which probably equals tl\at of nuclear 
weapons. CBW can pollute and dis-
rupt our environment and wipe out 
vast numbers of men, even to the 
point of extinction. 
Audubon Society Fights DDT 
by Peggy Mackiewicz "72 Currently, sayt; Mr. Hanley, the So- fledglings. There should be "at leal!lt 
ciety is "pressing for a ban on DDT as many young birds as adults going 
and o t h e r persistent pesticides." into winter." Mr. Hanley cites the re-
"DDT and other chlorinated hydro- cent disappearance of 15 breeding 
carbons are soluble in fat and almost pairs of peregrine falcons tram Mas-
insoluble in anything else," he ex- sachusetts as evidence that birds 
plains. "DDT does not dis!Solve in sometimes cannot produce enough 
John James Audubon might marvel 
at the expanded scope of the modem 
Massachusetts Audubon Society, but 
he would surely agree that natural-
ists today can no longer just paint 
birds; they must act to protect wild-
life. Wayne Hanley, the Society's di-
water, but is carried in suspension. 
It is ingested by all living organisms 
rector of the Conservation Services and stored in fat." . 
young to replace themselves; there 
are now no peregrines east of the 
!dississippi. 
At regional hearings for water pol· Center, claims, "We work on the en-
tire environment." Threat to Fish and Birds lution control in New York City, an 
Because DDT is a synthetic prod- Audubon Society representative pre-
sented "the demand for a national 
uct, animals who absorb it have no water ethic - a national outlook or 
way of fighting it:he pernicious ef- standard - rather than a piecemeal 
fects. "DDT reduces the reproduc· attack." Mr. Hanley claims, ''Pol. 
Uudent Calls for 'Land Ethic' tive potential in fish, causing them lution is a national problem; ft !!%• to lay eggs containing DDT in the tends throughout river valleys. There yolks," Mr. Hanley asserts. "The should be a national policy, pretty total result of egg-laying is _ no- well spelled out" to the states and 
thing." Any larger fish that ea.t sur- industries. The federal government 
viving small fry automatically in- th~ jshould "set .up a mec-
creasc the amount of DDT in their hamsm for undertaking. the pro. by Jeanne Hjermstad .,0 
There is one major obstacle in the 
way of doing much about pollution 
and environmental problems in gen-
eral. It is that for lack of a coherent 
alternative, one is forced ultimately 
to argue the issues on the basis of 
economics alone. But there is an al-
ternative to the view that nature is 
man's resources, his chattel: to be 
~loited, at best, on the basis of en· 
lightened self-interest. 
The alternative view is that we men 
U'e plain members and citizens of the 
and-community, not its conquerors. 
\t the risk of sounding dogmatic, I 
tSsert that this ecological view is an 
1bsolute truth. It has been proved not 
mly by scientific research, but 
hrough the human and natural cata-
:trophes brought on by "unwitting" 
teglect of the principle. The human 
:ommunity has necessarily had to 
wive ethics in order to survive its 
ndividual and group interactions. It 
s now more than time to evolve 
1hics in order to survive our interac-
ions in the land-community. 
A Moral Dimension 
In our human relations, we recog-
ize that a thing may be not only in-
xpedient, but also wrong. When a 
relationship involves considerations of 
social welfare, human creativity, hu-
man culture; the moral dimension 
cannot be ignored. 
By all three considerations, human 
despoilation of the land is not only 
inexpedient, but wrong. The need for 
wilderness in a healthy, human so-
ciety runs very deep. Man, by nature, 
i" " "hunter" who must express him-
self by skill and resourcefulness in 
grappling with, out-witting, or other-
wise reducing to possession his age-
old adversary, nature. We are suc-
ceeding right now in such deeds be-
yond our wildest nightmares, largely 
because we have forgotten the other 
side of the issue; the hunter in repose 
must be "able for the moment to cast 
a philosophical eye on his world, to 
see that that same adversary is some-
thing to be loved and cherished, be-
cause it gives definition and meaning 
to his life." (Aldo Leopold, A Sand 
Cmmty Almanac.) 
'111e Banter 
The "hunter" metaphor also clari-
fies the value of the natural world for 
human creativity. The true "hunter" 
is a non-creative artist seeking to re-
duce living beauty to possession. A 
few men have the capacity to attain 
beauty through poetry. All men have 
the inalienable capacity to attain 
beauty through experience. When will 
it become a right? 
stems gram." A paper mill in Georgia 
sy · would then have to impose on itself 
Mr. Hanley continues, "Pesticides the same pollution controls as a 
Land plays a profotmd part in hu- u~t the end~rine gland balance in paper mill in a neighboring state or 
man culture. The man who belongs birds. Endoc.nne glands ca.us~ ~irds in Oregon; this idea "pulls industries 
to some good earth somewhere devel- to store calcmm and to deposit it as on an equal, competitive footing," ac-
ops identity and strength of character the shells of eggi." DDT interferes cording to Mr. Hanley. 
which does not lade as long as his with this process, and e~gsbell thick-
land endures. Our human lives are ness is reduced "by 17% ro 18%" 
too often confused and fruitless. The on the average. "The. egg is much 
dubious accomplisments of men need wea~er - this really becomes an en-
to know and be able to turn back to gineering problem,'' says Mr. Han-
the timeless constant of the earth. ley.· "The weight-bearing ability of 
Our unnatural and inhuman cities iso- the - eggshell is reduced by about 
late us from the rightness and stabil- 40% " He eiq>lains the destructive 
ity of the natural world, and offer no cycle: "Predatory birds pick up the 
rich senes of place and belonging in DDT load which other organisms 
return. A culture needs the sure real- (such as fish and plankton) have ac-
ity, the non-relative security that quired. The birds are accustomed to 
binds a man to his country. No civili- their eggs being strong; they tramp 
zation can be founded on the void of around on fue eggs, turn them over, 
alienation. and treat them rather roughly, break-
Thus our nation, and the world, must 
begin giving environmental quality its 
due as a moral and ethical issue. 
ing them before they have incu-
bated." 
Wildlife Population ll'alls 
Society 8tlmulate1 ·.&warene119 
Mr. Hanley mentioned several other 
areas of concern to the Conservation 
Services Center : "the value ot inland 
and coastal wetlands (swamps and 
marshes); air pollution; the location 
of nuclear reactor plants; solid waste 
disposal; the preservation of open 
space." "We're trying to alert the 
public," Mr. Hanley continues. "We 
follow the work of universities, scien-
tists, technological groups, and gov-
ernment bureaus. We attempt to 
stimulate the government to use what 
we w o u 1 d consider sclentiftcally 
based attacks." 
This government stimulation, how-
CIVIL SERVICE REFORM 
Vohmteers Wanted 
to pass out lnltlatlve Petitions 
for civil service reform In Massa· 
chusetts. For further Information 
contact Mr. Santmlre, ext 49'7, 
BUlinp 208. 
"This results in a steep decline in ever, is not lobbying. A tax-deduc-
bird population," Mr. Hanley de- tible, educational organization such 
clares. Human population dynamics as the Audubon Society cannot pro-
does not always apply in nature. Un- poee legislati.an. Insu-ad, the Society 
der ordinary circumstances, birds informs the public "that these prob· 
CaJ1 provide only "enough replace- ·lems exist, that solutions may be 
ment for themselves." A nest of 12 available, and that if people will act 
baby pheasants, for example, is us- together, these problems may be 
ually trimmed down to two or th~ solved," explains Mr. Hanley. 
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Future Housing • Ill Boston 
May Use Harbor Islands 
by Lois Omen "71 only facilities presently found on the is prohibitive. 
islands. Opposition to Project 
(Eel. note: The following article Is Dlftlcultles to Resolve 
reprinted In part and with permission The research groups of the Boston 
from Urban Action, a forthcoming Harbor Project are investigating var-
ious factors which must affect a final 
MIT-Wellesley journal of urban decision on the islands' use but be-
The B o s to n Harbor Committee 
must also consider existing oppo. 
sition to the construction of a low-
income community on the islands. 
Several groups would prefer seeing 
the islands converted into a recrea-
tional area rather than a housing 
project. 
a'Jfalrs. Information for the article fore conclusions can be dra~. sev-
was obtained In an Interview with eral difficulties must be resolved. 
Mr. Alan Schecter, ~stant pro-• Linkage between the islands. i~ '.1 ma -
r f lltl al science and a jor concern, and the poss1b1ltty of 
essor 
0 po <' filling in the land between parts of. 
participant in the Boston Harbor the islands has been considered as a 
Project.) partial solution to the transportation 
Although some recognize the di&-
appearance of recreational facilities 
in the city and wish to establish a 
permanenr area for relaxation, others, 
who are adamantly supporting the 
use of the site for recreational pur-
poses, are motivated less by the de-
sire tor conservation than by a 
negative attitude towards helping 
people of low incomes. Since many of 
the low-income families are black, 
conservation is being used in these 
instances as a veil for racism. 
An alarming housing shortage 
presently confronts the city of Boston. 
According to the United States 
Bureau of Census, there are over 
50,000 substandard units in Boston. 
Part of the difficulty inherent in 
resolving the housing inadequacies of 
the city lies in the lack of available 
land space for development sites ... 
One group that has been dedicating 
its efforts to a solution of this land 
dilemma is the Boston Harbor Pro-
ject, associated with the Urban Sys-
tems Lab of MIT and funded by the 
Institute. 
Harbor Site 
The project is concerned with the 
creation of new communities and 
new housing, especially for people of 
low incomes in Boston, and research 
is being conducted on the use of the 
Boston Harbor Islands as a potential 
community site. Interest in the is-
lands can be traced to the Boston 
Harbor Island Commission formed 
by the state legislature several years 
ago to study future uses of. the 
Owned by the city of Boston, the 
harbor islands consist of 500 acres 
of vastly under.use(i land. A state 
p r i s o n , two sewerage treatment 
P.lants, a boy's school (which has al-
ready agreed to relocate), and a hos-
pital •for the chronically ill are the 
Syllabus. • • 
(Continued from Page 6) 
ogy and Field Biology (Harper and 
Row) is about the best text around. 
(There should be copies in Sage.) 
Buman Response 
Rene Dubois writes of his interest 
in "man's responses to his physical 
and social surroundings and ties in 
his professional knowledge of the 
forces that can be observed in the 
laboratory that affect all the manifes-
tations of life." He is concerned with 
the "effects that nutrition, sanitation 
and housing conditions exert on the 
growth, resistance, life span and be-
haviour characteristic of laboratory 
animals. The experience gained in 
the laboratory has given him faith 
that scientific research, properly fo-
cused, could usefully complement the 
traditional, humanistic approach and 
the study of hwnan life." 
In hii; book, So Buman an Animal, 
he states "We claim to live in a sci-
entific era, but the truth is that, as 
presently managed, the scientific en-
terprise is too lopsided to allow sci-
ence to be of much use in the conduct 
of human affairs. We have accwnu-
lated an immense body of knowledge 
about mcitter, and powerful techniques 
to control and exPloit the external 
world. However. we are grossly ig-
norant of the effects likely to result 
from these manipulations; we behave 
often as if we were the last generation 
to inhabit the earth . . . All thought-
ful persons worry about the future of 
the children who will have to spend 
their lives under the absurd social and 
environmental conditions we are 
thoughtlessly creat'ipg; even more dis-
turbing is the fact that the physical 
and mental characteristics of man-
kind are being shaned now by dJrty 
<;k!es and cluttered streets, anonymous 
high rises and amorphous urban 
sprawl, social attitudes which are 
more roncerned with things than with 
men . . . A constructive approach 
problem . 
The city of Boston has employed 
this method of acquiring land in the 
past; the entire Back Bay area of the 
city was under water at the time of 
Revolution but is now an example 
of the viability of this type of "arti· 
flch1l" land. From six to ten feet deep 
in many areas, the Boston Harbor is 
shallow enough to make such an ap. 
proach feasible. 
. More Pollution 
Upeet Statu.Qao 
Of particular interest are the com-
munities bordering the harbor, which 
The land-fill method of connecting are opposing this housing project. 
the islands, however, poses another The islands would have to be con-
problem, as tilling In the land with nected to the mainland by bridges 
most likely cause a greater pollution to these communities, thus upsetting 
problem for the area. Currently, pol· the sta~s quo. Residen.ts of these 
lution of the harbor is partially clear-· lower-middle c 1 a s s neighborhoods 
ed by tidal flushing into the sea. It fear the .d:struction of. thei':' close-~it 
the land is filled in at certain points, communities and pos1ble integration 
this flushing process may be hin- into these areas by the lower-income 
dered. families. 
Even now the water pollution in 
the area makes inhabitation of the 
islands highly unlikely. Many factors 
are responsible for the pollution, but 
the primary cause is sewerage. Cur· 
rcntly, 48 suburban towns around 
Boston utilize the Metropolitan Dis-
trict Commission sewerage system, 
which carries and deposits its wastes 
into the harbor. An underwater tun-
nel could carry sewerage from the 
harbor to the sea, but the estimated 
cost of its construction ($500 million) 
cannot be only political or social. It 
demands that we supplement the 
knowledge of things and of the body 
machine with a science of human life 
... Scientific knowledge of the effects 
that surroundings, events and ways of 
life exert on human development 
would give larger scope to human 
freedom by providing a rational basis 
for option and action. Man makes 
himself through enlightened choices 
that €'1hance his humanness." 
More Explosions 
The problem of population is dis-
cussed 'in Dr. Paul Ehrlich's The Pop-
ulation Bomb. He defined overpopula-
tion as the dominant problem in our 
planning for the future. He clearly 
describes the dimensions of the crises 
in all its aspects - air, food, water , 
birth control, death control, our total 
environment - provides a realistic 
evaluation of the remaining options. 
If anyone has any more time ... the 
following come to us as recommended 
by the Liberty Council of Schools as 
part of a basic conservation book list: 
Udall, The Quiet Crisis (Holt, Rine-
hart, and Winston). 
Carson, Siient Spring <Houghton 
Mifflin). 
Bates, The Forest and the Sea: A 
Look at the Economy of Nature and 
the Ecology of Man (Random House). 
Blake, God's Own Junkyard: The 
Planned Deterioration of America's 
Landscape <Holt, Rinehart, and Win-
ston). 
Smith, The Politics of Conservation 
(Random House). 
Mun z er, Planning Our Town 
(Knopf). 
Farb, The Uvlng Earth (Harper and 
Rowe). 
Bates, The Prt"Valeoce of People 
(Scribner). 
Researchers for the Boston Harbor 
Project had planned for a commun. 
ity of 40,000 people on this island. 
The possibility of a dual project, in 
which both a housing project for 
20,000 residents and a recreational 
area would be developed was dis-
missed as economically infeasible. 
The future of the islands remains 
in question. Benefits of the program 
and of the establishment of a new 
community for many of the city's 
poor must be weighed against politi-
cal opposition and huge costs. 
Osborn, Our Crowded Planet: Es· 
says on Pressures of Population 
<Doubleday). 
Hug and Wilson, Curriculum Enrich-
ment Outdoors (Harper and Rowe). 
Smith, and others, Outdoor Educa· 
tlon (Prentice Hall). 
Wensberg, Experience with Living 
Things: An lutroductlon to Ecology 
(Beacon Press). 
President's Council on Recreation It 
Natural Beauty, From Sea to 8blnlag 
Sea (Government Printing Office, 
1968). 
SENATH 
There will be an Important open 
Senate meeting next Tuesday 
night, Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. Dis· 
cusslon will Include House Presf· 
dents' legislation (Involving socla1 
and dorm rules), the phllosopby of 
student and admlnJstration r ela· 
tlons, and the role of Wellesley In 
the November moratorium. Stu· 
dents are urged to come and ex-
press opinions. 
CO-OP ED LIVES! 
FILM CRITICISM: "Alice's 
Restaurant" launches this film 
course with Mr. Garis, professor 
of English. Munger llvingroom, 
Mon., Oct. 27, 7:15 p.m. 
ENVIRONMENT PROBLEMS: 
Jeanne Hjermstead '70 helps ex-
plore what's happening to our 
environment and what we can do 
about It. Shafer llvingroom, Wed., 
Oct. 29, 7:15 p.m. 
THE MONEY GAME: Mr. Doug 
Ha'llner, Investment advisor in 
Newton, introduces investment 
policy concepts. Wed., Oct. 29, 
7:15 p.m. in Billings. 
THOUGHT AND LOGIC: Mrs. 
Stadler, professor of philosophy, 
will teach a course titled " phlloso-
1 
phical Inquiry." Time to be 
announced, 100 Billlngs. 
" So what good is fire when we don' t have cigarette17" 
City Runs Race with Pollution 
Labs Seek Cure for Sick Air 
by Derek Graves '7S 
Pollution control today consists of 
attempts to regulate the degree of 
pollution already present. However, 
a day may be coming when pollution 
control will be carried out as a pre-
ventive measure, rather than a cura-
tive one. 
Professor James Fay, Chairman of 
the Air Pollution Control Commission 
for the City of Boston, is directing ex-
periments in the F1uid Mechanics Lab-
oratory of the Mechanical Engineering 
Department at MIT-. These experi· 
ments are directed towards solving 
pollution problems through mechanical 
changes, such as redesigning factories 
and creating new, non-pollutant-form-
ing fuels. 
New Bulldlnc 
There are two major experiments 
being conducted by the F1uid Mech-
anics Laboratory. The first deals with 
the phenomenon of dispersion. In con-
nection with this experiment, the 
i;tudy has been using extremely ac-
curate scale models. 
Pollutants are mixt?d up in the at-
mosphere by winds. The level of pol-
lution at the site of contamination is 
much higher than that of the air we 
hreathe, due to this dispersion factor. 
By measuring the levels of pollution 
downwind of the sources, such as a 
factory, mechanical engineers can de-
sign new buildings or make stringent 
regulations to control the production 
of pollutants before they have a 
chance to affect the atmosphere. 
Engine Changes 
The second experiment is Investigat-
ing how pollutants are produced when 
fuel is burned. The study is concern-
ing itself specifically with the Intern-
al combustion and gas turbine en-
gines. By observing the chemical 
process in which pollutants are 
formed, Professor Fay's group hopes 
to gain the understanding necessary 
to make changes in the structure of 
the engines, the content of the fuels, 
or both, to reduce pollution. 
These two experiments are among 
sevr.ral which are presently being cOn· 
ducted by various groups at MIT. 
Their importance lies in their basic 
nature; without the initial understnd-
ing of the pollution process, little can 
be done to combat ft. 
State Agencies Study Fishkills; 
Press For Reforms In Court 
by Anne Quar '7! 
The state Fisheries and Grune 
Division and the Divisim of Water 
Pollution Control of the Common-
wealth of Massaohusets are working 
in coordination to investivate and 
solve the increasing warer pollution 
problem in this state. Their efforts 
have been hindered, however, by 
the recent government cutback in 
funding, but the state is presently 
attempting to increase the funds al-
located tn these divisions. 
As heatl of research for the Fisher-
ies and Game Division, Mr. Lee 
Lyman is involved in developing re-
search projects for the monitoring 
of pesticides. In conjunction with this, 
the Division of Water Pollution Con· 
trol, also concerned with the preser-
vation of fish and wild-life, is trying 
to phase out pesticides such as DDT 
SYMPHONY TICKETS 
A limited number of tickets to 
the Saturday evening performance 
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra 
go on sale the week of each con-
cert at the Information Bureau. 
The tickets, priced at $3.25, will 
be sold according to the following 
schedule: 
Mon. - All Wellesley College 
muslo students. 
Tues. - All Wellesley College 
students.. 
Wed. - Wellesley College sfo. 
dents, oudsde guests, and faculty. 
and flush them out from the sur-
rounding 90il, both of which will take 
seve11al years to accomplish. 
Fllhkllls Investigated 
Mr. Lyman and Mr. John Elwood, 
supervising sanitary engineer of the 
Division of Water Pollution Control, 
investigate the causes of. fishkills, 
some of which are attributed directly 
to pollution from industries. The im· 
mediate killing of many fish is often 
the result of an industry having drop-
ped industrial wastes into a con-
venient river or stream. This occnrs 
several times a year from the im· 
proper dumping of chemicals. 
Both divisions try to take these 
cases to court and attempt to pro-
secute the companies involved when 
they have sufficient evidence. Sam-
ples must be taken from the polluted 
water and traced back to specific fn. 
dustries. A detailed chemical analy-
sis must be presented, and the pel'-
son who performed it must be in 
the courtroom to testify. A case in-
volving a fishkill in the Charles River 
is presently going through long and 
involved court proceedings. 
Plants to Save Fish 
Many fish will be saved by the 
completion of 60 waste treatment 
plants within the next five to eight 
years, many of these along the Mer-
rimac River. Several major com· 
panies are themselves trying to do 
(Continued ea P-ae U) 
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" Harry the Greek"-for the look you will find nowhere else. 
Photo by Lisa Thomen ' 73 
Thrift Stores Cater To Youth 
Feature Hard-Won Bargains 
by Janine DeCoster "72 
SECOND-HAND . . . USED 
BARGAIN . . . advertising guaranteed 
to draw a student crowd to any store 
window. Tired of waiting for the year-
ly Wellesley church rumage sales? 
Boston houses numerous thrift stores, 
some specialized, some all-purpose. 
The Arlington MTA stop is one good 
point of departure. 
Morgan Memorial at 96 Berkeley 
is a septagenarian branch of Good-
will Industries. This address locates 
not only the outlet store, but also 
the workshops and administration of-
fices where some 2000 disabled people 
are trained in job skills each year. 
Proceeds from sales go almost exclu-
sively into wage earnings for these 
employees. Consequently, prices are 
generally slightly higher than those 
at local bazaars. 
Wide Variety 
Mr. Stuart Chase, Director of 
Public Relations, admitted that the 
enterprise is quite dependent on com-
munity support. Door-te>-door collec-
tion boxes are distributed over the 
city. Thus a constant flow of fresh 
material enters the store; "some-
thing new daily" is one much re-
printed slogan. The stock varies in 
nature from garden tools to mink 
coats, and in condition from barely-
worn wool sweaters to hingeless suit-
cases. A "Fix-it Yourself" depart-
ment in the basement offers the low-
-est rates - there, broken or torn 
merchandise is offered as such, and 
the buyer has the challenge of repair-
ing a virtually defunct radio or type-
writer. 
Finding a good buy Is a matter of 
patience and digging. The spirit here 
is Bargain Basement determination: 
counters topped with tangled clothes, 
tumbled books, and stacked crockery 
form narrow hectic aisles. Mr. Chase 
noted that shaggy coats and fumfture 
are the top attraction for students. 
Not a great deal remains fn the way 
of room furnishings, but there are 
several bookcases at $10 apiece, arm-
chairs ranging from $20-$50, and a 
number of throw rugs, Including a 
handsome S15 Oriental specimen. 
Army Surplus 
Five minutes' walk away, on East 
Berkeley, is a cheap clothing store 
called Harry the Greek's, If Morgan 
Memorial is reminiscent of the rum-
mage sale, Harry's can be described 
as a classy-titled Army Surplus: work-
shirts, $.50; C.P.O. shirts, n.oo; Levis 
(already paint-stained, if so desired), 
$2.00-$3.00. Canvas camouflage hats 
dangle from the ceiling; obsolete 
chevrons cling to navy and khaJd 
sleeves. 
Harry's obviously is accustomed to 
and expects a student patronage. A 
shopkeeper trails the browsers, mak-
ing sure that the neat stacks of jeans 
don't topple under exploring ftngers. 
Harry sits in the front of .the shop, 
chatting in Greek with regular cus-
tomers, and occasionally expounding 
in English on the peculiar affinity of 
the younger generation for "dope" 
and apparel befitting "Halloween." 
There is a good natured scoffing at 
the well-dressed student who comes in 
to buy grubbies. But there ls a good 
supply of long coats with flaring lapels 
to attract him. 
This neighborhood isn't generally 
regarded as a popular shopping cen-
ter, but it may wen be worth a stop. 
Enter Morgan with a vague idea of 
what you want and with admiration 
for the scope and value of its service 
to the public: enter Harry's with a 
casual outlook and a sense of humor. 
CHAPEL 
Dean Krister Stendahl of Har-
vard Divinity School will speak at 
a Reformation Day Service in 
Chapel here Sunday at l1 a.m. on 
the topic, "Give us the Word." 
Author of the books The School 
ot St. Matthew and The Scrolls 
and the New Testament, Mr. 
Stenda.hl hecame Dean of the Har-
vard Faculty ot Divinity in 1968. 
Since that time he has been deeply 
involved with students and faculty 
in discussions concerning contem-
porary social issues, particularly 
the issues of Sanctuary and uni-
versity reform. 
A native of Sweden, Mr. Sten-. 
dahl served both as President of 
the Student Christian Movement fn 
Sweden and as a Chaplain at Upp-
sala University. He has had fre-
quent assignments under the 
World Council of Churches. He 
lives in Cambridge with his wife 
and three children. Mrs. Stendahl, 
a scholar in Swedish literature, is 
a Senior Fellow of the Radcliffe 
Intstiute for Independent Study. 
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Latin A merican Scene: 
Changing Roles of Women 
by Dorothy DuBose ' 70 
The first week I was in Peru, a 
warm and motherly lady drew me 
aside one afternoon !or a serious 
conversation which rather shattered 
my tenuous hopes for the emerging 
rights of women in Latin America-
and more pointedly, my own hopes 
for a sojoum free from the myth of 
the American Earth Mother, quiver-
ing for the opportunity to be seduced 
by the greatest Lover of all, the 
Latin male. 
Peru is not like the United States, 
she said. Men in Peru think they 
want " liberation" and "amor libre"-
when in fact they are delighted only 
with the idea of free sex. Naturally, 
she blithely went on, not realizing 
what painful cultural myths she was 
treading u1xm. Peruvian men think 
American g.irls are all whores, since 
we have so much more freedom. 
111(?y may diligently try to persuade 
us that in Peru, the "new" or 
"modern" PcJU, there is no shame to 
yielding to a lover. 
Unfit Mother 
The problem in all of this, however, 
is that a Latin man, no matter how 
much in love he may have been with 
a female, no matter how long they 
may have been engaged, would be 
totally shattered if his fiancee allow-
ed hin• •O persuade her to sleep with 
him. Ht• would think her unfit to be 
a mother of his children. And he 
would b1·eak the engagement. 
Another thing we girls must know, 
she went on gently, is that i! a 
woman is discovered not to a 
"virgin" by her husband after their 
marriage, it is grounds for immediate 
a nnulment. If an unmarried girl is 
known not to be a "virgin," it is 
likely that she will live her days in 
quiet shame, and perhaps never find 
a husband-at least a good husband. 
An Admonition 
And finally, she resurrected that 
well-known cultural spectre which 
had vaguely haunted all the Amer-
ican girls that summer: Latin men 
expect to be able to have numerous 
affairs after marriage, yet para-
doxically they are extremely jealous 
and possessive of their women. Con-
sequently the women are frequently 
prisoners of their husband's caprices. 
This kind senora, with the gently 
greying hair and facial lines etched 
by wry understanding and laughter, 
warned me that I might relay to my 
naive American friends her admoni-
tion. Thus it was immediately appar-
ent to me at the beginning of my 
sojourn in Latin America that the 
lines for the conflict between men 
and women were clearly drawn. 
New Perspective 
The summer which was the occa-
sion for this conversation was in the 
year 1969; I was almost twenty-three. 
I have lived in Latin America long 
before the summer which took me 
to Peru-when I was fifteen. Latin 
America is now undergoing a radical 
social transformation. This change 
in conjunction with my advancing 
age gave me a drastically different 
perspective by which to measure the 
change. 
The Latin America I saw seven 
years ago gave me a clear insight 
into the words of the wise senora in 
Peru. I had Jived in the city of 
Gualdalajara, Mexico, then an in-
credibly insulated and provincial city 
far from the mainstream of political 
change and the fresh air of honest 
and relaxed social regulations. 
Social Customs 
The family with which I had lived 
had s ix claughters and two sons-a 
situation which was uniquely suited 
for my feeling the full weight oC 
Mexican attitudes towards women. 
The girls I lived with never left the 
house unchaperoned; indeed, the 
oldest daughter, recently married, 
had never been left alone with her 
fiance the whole two years which they 
had been engaged. Long skirts and 
conservative dress were not only a 
concession to social differences on my 
part; they became a necessity, as 
any deviation from this custom would 
have been regarded as an invitation 
in the streets. 
Despite the restrictions on dress 
and behavior, women managed to be 
incredibly seductive, practising and 
-refining the art of flirtation. "Look 
but don't touch" seemed to be the 
prevailing cultural rationale behind 
this peculiar behavior. And men re-
acted with all the bravado, audacity 
and defiance, all the guilt and frus-
tration, all the hypocrisy and duplic-
ity, which might be expected to arise 
in response to such confused and 
conflicting signals. 
A Clear Definition 
Nevertheless, despite the tremen· 
dous drawbacks of such cultural 
malarky, the tradition of cultivated 
leisure from which Latin America 
has just emerged gave women a 
clear definition-something which I 
feel was of a certain ontological 
value in itself. 
Women remained, clearly and with-
out much reconsideration of their 
position, mistresses of their homes. 
Their work was largely lightened by 
servants (who really didn't COWlt in 
the overall picture); consequently, 
they devoted their spare time to 
sewing, to making lace mantillas and 
elaborate table-cloths. Young girls 
roamed around from time to time--
and indeed, their group ties were 
extremely emotionally satisfying; it 
seemed that Latin women were united 
in a sisterhood which encompassed 
even the most simple and trivial of 
daily rituals. The girls, even WltO the 
age of twenty-three or so, were al-
ways supervised by an older girl, an 
aunt, or some other chaperone-like 
person. 
Womanly Ait 
Whatever the girls' activity, it was 
clear that this period of their lives 
centered around cultivated leisure, 
designed to train the girls in womanly 
arts which would make them good 
wives. Whether the arts in question 
were of ornamental-entertainment 
value, or more practical, they made 
the girls useful and decorative supple-
ments to the more dominant world 
· of men. 
The Latin America I rediscovered 
in 1969 had undergone a very radical 
transformation from the Mexico I 
knew seven years ago. Peru seems to 
be changing from a traditional 
family-ariented society to one which 
is entering the depersonalization and 
the efficiency of an industrial techn<>-
cratic society-a revolutionary trans-
formation which is inevitably affect-
ing the role of women. 
American Model 
The transformation is very slow 
and incomplete at this point, for it 
' involves a transplantation and 
• absorption of a way of life that was 
utterly alien to Latins until very 
recently. Life in Peru seems to be 
increasingly modelled upon a system 
o! values which resembles a deriva-
tion of the American cultural ideals 
which are present in American ad-
vertising, industry, and tourism. 
The result of this Pl'Ol:ess is a 
society which is in what could be 
called suspended animation. The 
clear role-definition given to the poor 
masses, to aristocratic landowners, 
and to women in all levels of Latin 
society is no longer so irrevocable; 
there is the beginning of social 
(C~mtlnued on page 16) 
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Someone who'll never forget the Franklin Park Zoo 
Photo by li5a Thomen '73 
Animals Languish in Cages; 
' Boston Zoo Cries for Help 
by Derek Grave!il "73 
Rumor has it that Edward Albee 
saw the Franklin Park zoos before 
writing The Zoo Story. Anyone who 
ventures out to Dorchester will be 
happy to substantiate the rumor. 
The "big" zoo at Franklin Park is 
the home of thin, sad animals, includ-
ing one species unique to the Boston 
area, Herbaceous Garden Bears. The 
animals lie in the nens, amidst cigar-
ette packages, squashed soda cans, 
and paper refuse. Some move slug-
gishly to the fences to beg food from 
the passers-by. There are no benches, 
but no one would want to sit down to 
look at these malnourished, malcon-
tent examples· of animals "from 
around the world." From the small 
size of the zoo, someone is bound to 
form an erroneous impression of the 
size of the earth. 
Save Our Zoo? 
One particularly interesting exhibit 
is the camel, a shrivelled mass of 
dirty fur whose neck seems perman-
ently bent to fit over the log barrier 
keeping it from the fence. When not 
offered food by the visitors, she tries 
to eat the wire fencing. A friendly 
:r.oo-keeper explained that the camel 
was ill and had been acting strangely 
ever since her baby had been taken 
away from her; it was reassuring to 
hear that she wasn't typical of Frank-
lin Park camels. 
If in The Zoo Stor)• Jerry had lived 
in Boston he would have been a fre-
qu~ter of the big zoo. It is, after all, 
free. You get what you pay for. 
"Save Our Zoo" is not an appropri-
ate campaign for the big zoo. It is 
beyond redemption unless the most 
striking changes In organization and 
management take place in the very 
near future.. The zoo, which occupies 
approximately two of Franklin Park's 
ninety-five acres. Is presently man-
aged by the Metropolitan District 
Commission. The MDC has failed to 
maintain the zoo, and as a result 
there is little interest In It. 
Webber's UttJe Eden 
Down the hill from the den of In-
iquity is the Boston 7.oological So-
ciety's Cltfldren's Zoo. In an atmos-
phere of regulated pscyhedelia, the 
BZS has created an educational play-
ground ?'here chlckens, pelicans, a 
tapir, and even a baby elephant roams 
through the crowds of delighted school 
children. Among the attractions are 
pet rings, bottle feedings of baby ani-
mals, and ottrr and pelican feedings, 
as well as facilities where children 
can see movies of such things as 
chicks hatching, and then can observe 
the real things going on in the zoo 
nursery. The emphasis at the Chil-
dren's Zoo is on birth and on baby 
animals, and the children seem very 
enthusiastic about it. 
The Children's Zoo c!\rector, Mr. 
Doug WC'bber, explained that although 
the MDC had built the ozo, it is now 
run by the BZS. Operating expenses 
are covered by the gate profit (entry 
is 25c for children; 50c: for adults). In 
addition to the facilities within the 
zoo, the Children's Zoo runs a zoo-
mobile which tr:.vels throughout Bos-
ton to give children who could not 
otherwise see animals a chance to 
have that experience. 
The BZS is presently nej?otiating the 
takoover of the big zoo. Although one 
of the keepers at the larger zoo in-
sisted that the BZS would never be 
able to take over because people 
would be unwilling to pay to see the 
animals. Mr. Webber felt dlfflrently. 
He commented, "Right now we need 
all the helo we can get. Let people 
come see what we've done here. Chil-
dren's Zoo); we'll show what we can 
do out there (Big Zoo) if given the 
chance." 
Edwarld Albee had to conclude Thi' 
7.oo Story with Jerry's death to bring 
about the dramatic finish he wanted. 
There is no need to re-enact that end. 
ing in Franklin Park. 
ORIENTAL FLAVOR 
This weekend the Chinese-Indian 
Restaurant on campus Is featuring 
a Chinese dinner. Dinner is 6-'7 
p.m. In Phi Sig and is onJy $2.50 
t\Iake your reservations by calling 
~Irs. Lin by noon on Friday, 
235·8318. 
NEW BOOKS 
A collection of new books for 
rC<'reational reading has just 
a rrived. Recent novels and inter-
esting new non-fiction are now 
available In the Smith Room. 
Tarn left as you enter the main 
Wellesley College library. 
NaDle: ............... _, ..... - ...... - .. _ .. _,,_ .......... _. ..... . 
Donn.: ................... _,._ ................ -...... - .......... . 
\VEL~ESLEY NE\VS 
BILLINGS 
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Sergeant Brown Ties It Up 
by Kyle Kinsey 'Tl 
If you're walking down Pleasant 
Street, just off Central Square, look· 
ing for Sgt. Brown's Memorial Neck· 
tie, and you see a small, shop-like 
place with an open door and a large, 
purple necktie in the window, Yes, 
do turn in. Your first impression is 
that it's kind of small, but as you look, 
you see just how much space is used 
to make a place to sit where one nor-
malJy wouldn't be. 
There is a ground level, then a plat-
form about three feet high, and then 
a balcony that covers about the back 
quarter o( the room. The "lounge," 
as the balcony was called by one of 
its occupiers, holds two or three small 
tables and enough places to seat a 
dozen comfortably. The lower plat-
form has three larger tables and the 
bottom has about five and a piano 
and a food-counter. 
Nice Place To Come 
Everything seems to be made of 
wood. except the bright posters hang-
ing around on the walls, the piano 
keys, and the small refrigerator be-
hind the counter. Some rock music 
is playing on the record-player. 
"This was originally started by a 
group of kids from the Boston Draft 
Resistance Group who thought it 
would be a good idea to get to talk 
to more GI's and to give the Grs a 
place to come," said Bliss Matteson 
'68, one of the girls who works at the 
coffeehouse. "Now that the BORG is 
dissolving, most of the kids are just 
keeving it up because it's a nice place 
to come." 
Admission: Free 
It doesn't cost anything to get in; 
you just pay for refreshments, which 
are anything from cider, coffee, tea 
and other drinks to cookies and cheese 
and crackers. 
If you get there early in the eve-
ning. the balcony will be full of high 
school kids, who make the coffee 
house their local hangout. However, 
around nine o'clock, when college kids 
really begin coming in, they leave. 
The coffeehouse is open on Friday and 
Saturday afternoons for anyone who 
would just like to drift in and sit and 
talk. 
Cartoons and Talent 
"On Thursday nights we have mov-
ies," said Bliss. " We get them from 
the public library, or Newsreel, a 
group that makes radical films. I 
have a friend whose roommate makes 
cartoons that we've shown a couple 
times." 
On Saturdays there Is entertaJn-
ment. "Local people come and aud.1-
tion, and if the kids like them. they 
play Saturday night." Bliss explained. 
On Tuesdays, Olban women nights, 
there is a discussion starting at nine. 
An example of how one might go could 
be seen last Tuesday when "The 
Growing Role of Olban Women" was 
the subject 
1\vo girls, the leaders, took seats in 
front of the piano. They had both 
been to Olba, one this summer, the 
other the summer before .. They each 
talked a bit first about women and 
their increasing liberation, and about 
Olban society as a whole, and then 
they answered questions. 
Active Discussion 
Both girls, as well as two other 
guys present that night, had traveled 
extensively in Olba. They had visited 
factories, courts, schools, and farms. 
They had talked to all kinds of people, 
and heard a speech by Fidel Castro. 
When the girls were through talk-
ing, and the questions started, the 
guys in the group who had gone there 
also talked a bit about what they bad 
seen while they were in Qiba. At 
least half of the forty people there 
participated actively, asking questions 
about the educational system, and the 
court system and about Olban feel-
ing toward Americans. 
Relatives and JFK 
"The first response I often got," 
said one of the girls, "was, 'I have 
a cousin in Miami! ... •" 
"Many of the people there kind of 
liked John Kennedy. They were real-
ly afraid he was going to bomb them 
during the missile crisis, so when he 
didn't, they were really glad." 
Open Door 
During the <..'OUrse of the discussion, 
the front door was open onto tbe 
street. As people walked by, they 
often stopped to listen. 
"We really wish we could serve 
more of a function in the commun-
ity," said Bliss. "We'd like to do 
something to help welfare mothers, or 
have a halloween party for the neigh· 
borhood." 
Nigerian Expert on Manpower 
Added to Wellesley's Faculty 
by Fem Litman "11 
Geographic and cultural diversity 
has been added to the Wellesley fac-
ulty by the presence of Mr. Olanre-
waju J . Fapohunda as an instructor 
in economics. 
Mr. Fapohunda is a Nigerian citizen 
who was educated throughout the 
world. He studied at the University of 
Ibadan in Western Nigeria and re-
ceived a B.Sc. in Economics from 
London University. After doing grad· 
uate study, he received a UNESCO 
fellowship to study in the U.S.S.R. 
at the Moscow State University. Al-
though the fellowship was to last for 
five years, he left after one year and 
went to the University of Cologne in 
West Germany again on a UNESCO 
fellowship. 
Manpower Expert 
After deciding to continue his 
education in the U.S. rather than in 
England, he received a teaching as-
sistantship at Cornell University and 
earned an M.A. in Developmental Eco-
nomics and International Trade. He 
then went to New York University 
where he earned another M.A. in 
Manpower economics and finished the 
requirements for the Ph.D. 
"It seems that the Nigerian govern-
ment is extremely anxious to have 
me return to the country. Since 
there is only one Manpower planning 
expert presently in Nigeria, my gov-
ernment did put pressure on me as 
well as on the Office of the President 
of the College to have me return to 
Nie:eria. All things being equal, I 
will remain here, at least until the 
end of my present contract." 
'111e "Brain Drain'' 
In answer to a question as to 
whether or not his stay In the U.S. 
after completing his doctoral studies 
does not constitute a "brain drain" 
from foreiim countries, Mr. Fapo-
hunda explained: 
"What is so often referred to as 
the "brain drain" to the U.S. Is a 
many-sided problem. Many foreign 
citizens who are highly trained in the 
U.S. and later employed here, provide 
capital for their country by sending 
back money. Often they are over-
qualified to return to work in their 
own country. Many U.S. trained ex-
perts simply could not use their edu-
cation, especially scientiflc education, 
to its fullest in their home country, 
for the equipment they need is sim-
ply not available there. I feel that 
by teaching here, I am gaining expe-
rience that will benefit Nigeria in the 
long run." 
On Blafra 
Mr. Fapohunda is a Western Ni-
gerian and views the Nigerian civil 
war from that perspective. 
"But for foreign interference, the 
war would have ended. The area that 
Biatra now occupies has few indus-
tries and the people in East Nigeria 
are suffering much more than people 
in the other parts of Nigeria." Mr. 
Fapohunda also explained that the 
former president of Nigeria, who Is 
now one of the political leaders of 
Biafra, was warmly welcomed when 
he returned to the capital of Nigeria. 
In a speech there, the president ad-
mitted that he realized that Nigeria 
did not want to exterminate the lbos. 
"It Is more likely than not that 
Nie:eria will either win the war or 
will nee:otiate a settlement that will 
hring Biafra back Into Nigeria," Mr. 
Faoohunda added. "The lbos are 
persistent in seeking wealth and edu· 
cation. but contrary to publJc opinion 
in the U.S., they do not have the long 
hlstorv of education that Western Nl-
!"erla has." 
"Nie:erfa ls fll!'htlne: to orotect the 
riPhts of the non-Thos within Blafra. 
Who Wish to rPmain Nigerians, as wen 
as to keen Nil!'eria Intact. Even 
thom•h T feel th'lt a neonle should be 
nllo•ve<l to drrine their own future. 
:-c: 11n Pronomist I think size is of ~­
tromp imnort11nce to facflltate ectl-
nomlc P.TOwth bec;iuse of the diversity 
of markets." he concluded. 
mind expansions 
(Continued from Page S) 
torium rallies in San Francisco. 
WASHINGTON, D. c. (CPS) - While almost 2,000 white college pre~i­
dents and top administrators were studying "The Campus and Racial 
Crisis " l1l black college presidents were forming their own structure to 
deal ~ith crises on their particular campuses . . . President Herman 1t. 
Bransin from Ohio's black Central State College, called for tithing" from 
white ~lieges to black colleges. "Maybe the two H's in higer education, 
Harvard and Howard, can get together. Harvard could give Howard one. 
tenth of its gifts." . . . At the moment, nearly half of the black students in 
college are at predominantly black institutions, while most of the pre-
dominantly white colleges are less than two per cent black. 
PITTSBURGH, Pa. - The Pitt News has reappeared at the University 
o! Pittsburgh after the university agreed to provide merit scholarships 
totaling $9,000 (instead of salaries) for the students working on the three-
times-a-week paper. The student paper's staff has been on strike for two 
a nd a balf weeks. The university also agreed to give on credit per term 
for upperclassmen working on the newspaper. 
These lo1to11 '"iclenh offered no comment on co11cllt10111 e t- the Fre11lcli11 Perli 
Zoo. Photo by Lise lltolftell '71 
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French Corridor Directrice 
Delights in American Culture 
by Connie Kallman '72 
Flore Hussenot-Desenonges is far 
less imposing than her elegant name 
implies: the diminutive directrlce of 
Tower Court's French Corridor could 
easily be mistaken for a Wellesley 
freshman, with her waist-long, gin· 
ger-colored hair and girlishly freckled 
face. Only the shy smile and gentle 
reserve of her manner mark Flore 
as distinctively French. 
At Wellesley for one year on a pro-
gram sponsored by an international 
student organization. Flore Pnjoys a 
unique role among the Centre Fran-
cais residents - she combines the 
duties of a resident adviser and a 
French Instructor with those of a stu. 
dent. Regular dinners in the private 
dining room and w e e k I y coffee 
soirees sustain the sense of unity and 
conviviality on Two West; the com-
mon bond is an Interest in French 
language and culture. 
Corrections 
Producing a French play, serving 
as hostess to French visitors, and cor-
recting the grammar of hall residents 
are among Flore's responsibilities. 
Recently she organized a theater trip 
to Boston to see Anouilh's Antigone; 
last weekend she arranged for a 
Sl)eclal party with Harvat'd Business 
School. 
French is spoken even in the bath-
room, although an occasional English 
word might be thrown in to substitute 
for its forgotten countemart. But 
Flore. in an effort to save her native 
tongue from unduc butchery, has 
posted a notice on the bulletin board 
with a list of frequent mistakes, 
such as: "Dites - je veux faire des 
economies. Ne dites pas - je veux 
sauver mon argent." 
"Country Air" 
Art and American literatlll'e are 
the subjects of Flore's study this 
year, but many of her favorite act-
ivities are extra-curricular. Welles-
ley's pastoral setting off!:!rs raw ma-
terial for her artistic penchant; on 
bright autumn days, Flore can be 
seen by the lake with painting or 
sketching supplies. 
Delight with \Vf'llesley 
"I Jove the country, even though 
I've always lived in Paris," she said. 
"The city is huge and very spread. 
out; it disperses people. It's difficult 
to visit friends in other parts of the 
city because of transportation prob-
lems. But after seeing the subways 
in New York, I think the Metro 
cJ:Saris' rapid transit system) is not 
so bad! I feel like a country girl In 
New York" 
"So when I arived at Wellesley, I 
was delighted by so much grass, the 
trees, squirrels - and especially the 
lake, which invites you to romantic 
dreams." 
Informality vs. Individuality 
Fiore's second surprise upon arriv-
ing at Wellesley was discovering "the 
!redom of American students. They 
leave their families earlier than we 
do: that's a good thing to build one's 
personality. French students live at 
home and are not so outspoken in 
criticizing their parents. Also, there 
is much less communication between 
students and teachers since the sys. 
tern is more formal. I find it very 
nice to have the opportunity to dine 
with professors and converse with 
them in a relaxed manner here at 
Wellesley." 
"But French stu'dents are much 
stronger individualists; their sense 
of independence and freedom of 
thought is highly developed." 
May 1968 
As a student at Paris' University of 
Nanterre. where she received her 
degree last year, Flore was a close 
witness to the violent student strike 
of May 1968. She feel>: that in the 
close-knit academic community li!e 
of Paris, young people share a fra· 
ternal spirit as "debrouillards," try. 
ing to avoid the system if not beat it. 
Yet even the revolutionary strike 
saw many uncommitted and uncon-
cerned young people who preferred 
to retreat to their families' country 
homes rather than get involved. 
" Lovely Accent" 
Flore's lifelong interests continue 
to d e v e I o p here as they did in 
France: she began studying ballet at 
the age of four and is also a fan of 
modern cinem.i. She finds American 
mixers frustrating but Irresistibly 
intriguing, as a way to meet other 
young people on an individual basis. 
In contrast, French social Ufe Is 
geared to "bandes," or groups of stu-
dents, not individual dating. 
Since only French is spoken on the 
corridor, Flore must make a real 
effort to use and improve her Eng. 
lish. With delight, she recounts a 
meeting of international students at 
which she had to Introduce herself: 
"My English was worse than any-
one else's there. I just said two OI' 
three sentences. But afterward, sev. 
era! ladies came up to compliment 
me on my 'lovely French accent." 
Avid curiosity about American af. 
fairs - political, oociological, and lit-
erary - inspires Flore to learn about 
current issues. Determined to view 
America from the mainstream, she 
read Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 
and The Catcher in the Rye, Her 
comment? "I certainly learned a lot 
of new words!" 
New S~holarships Offered 
Four scholarships, established by tion blanks may be obtained in the 
Wellesley's trustees and called the President's Office. 
Trustee Scholarships, are available 
to distinguiShed members of the 
senior class for study in the graduate 
school of their choice. 
Two of these scholarships are re-
served for seniors whose present 
intention is to prepare themselves 
for collge teaching. The other two 
are offered without restriction as to 
the objective. Applications may be 
submitted in either or both categories. 
The acceptance of one of the awards 
reserved for potential college teach-
ers does not constitute an irrevocable 
commitment to complete graduate 
training or to enter the teaching pro. 
tession. 
Other Grants 
Several other grants in the gift of 
the college are also open to senior 
applicants. 
The Anne Louise Barrett Fellow-
ship of $2,500 is awarded for study 
or research, preferably in musie. 
The Elizabeth F. Fisher Fellowship 
of $2,500 is awarded for research or 
further study in geology or geogra-
phy. 
The Horton-Hallowell Fellowship of 
$3,000 is awarded for graduate study 
in any field, preferably in the last 
two years of candidacy for the Ph.D. 
or other professional degree, or for 
private research of equivalent stan-
dard. 
The Edna V. Moffett Fellowship of 
$2,500 is awarded for graduate study 
Honor, Not Need in history, preferably to a candidate 
Appointment as a Trustee Scholar for her first year of study. 
is a way of recognizing academic The Alice Freeman Palmer Fellow-
achievement and capacity for ad- ship of $3,000 is awarded for study 
vanced training. It is a matter, or research in any field. 
The Sarah Perry Wood Fellowship 
o! $3,300 is awarded for the study of 
medicine. 
The Fanny Bullock Workman 
Scholarship of $2,500 is unrestricted. 
Stevens Fellowshlp 
The Mary Elvira Stevens Traveling 
Fellowship of $7,000 is awarded for 
travel or study outside the United 
States. Any scholarly, artistic or 
culural purpose may be considered. 
Candidates for this fellowship must 
be at least twenty-five years of age 
on September 1 of the year in which 
th fellowship is first hld. All applica-
tions for this fellowship must be filed 
by December 31, 1969, and these 
special applications are available in 
the President's Office. 
Depe~_d upon 
therefore, of honor not necessarily The M.A. Gartland Shackford 
of need. Applicants are, however, Medical Scholarship of $3,000 is 
asked to state the amount of awarded for the study of medicine, 
financial assistance, if any, they will with a view to general practice, not 
require to carry out their program. psychiatry. Camera & Frame Shop 
If the first Trustee Scholar in each The Harriet A. Shaw Scholarship of Your complete photo 
category needs maximum aid, the $3,000 is awarded for study or re· supply headquarters 
money available will be awarded to search, preferably to a candidate in 61 Central St. 235-4456 
them in equal shares. If stipends are _::m~u~s~ic~or~a~ll~ied~~arts;;·~=====~~~~~~~:;~;;;~~~~~ 
declined by either or both of these 1 
recipients, or they do not need maxi-
mwn aid, the funds will be made 
available to the second Trustee 
Scholar in each category, and there-
after to the alternates. 
In considering the merits of appli-
cants, the Committee on Graduate 
Scholarships examines achievements 
in the major subject, academic 
honors, evaluations made by faculty 
members, and grades. The commit-
tee takes careful note also of the 
nat\ll'e and certainty of each appli-
cant's plans for graduate study. 
Wellesley College's 
Barbara McCarthy 
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State Representative to Speak 
Tonight on Community Politics 
On Oct. 23 the Wellesley "Quest for more College with honors in govem-
Community" lecture series at the Jun- ment and economics, she served as 
ior High School will welcome Rep. Assistant to the Comptroller of the 
Mary Newman, who represents the College, and then worked on the Ex· 
2nd Middlesex District (Cambridge) ecutive Staff of the American Friends 
in the Massachusetts Legislature. She Service Committee. 
will address herself to "The Com- Once immersed in Cambridge af· 
munity as a Working Organism" - fairs, she served as president of the 
the dynamics and mechanics of com- Cambridge League of Women Voters, 
munities, the responsibility for com- as member of the League State 
munity operations. As the speaker Board, as Legislative Oialrman, and 
and the audience tackle this level of as State Vice-President, from which 
community life, they will be getting position she resigned to run for the 
down to the basic questions of how Massachusetts Legislature on the Re-
towns are run, who runs them, how publican ticket in 1952. She served 
townspeople participate or fail to par- in the General Court in 1953-54, and 
ticipate in the decision-making and then in 1957 was again elected In a 
Policy-making of a town. special election. She has also served 
Before becoming deeply involved In as a member of the Massachusetts 
Massachusetts public life, Mrs. New- Parole Board, 1~57. In 1~56 she 
man "got her toes wet" in Philadel- served as assistant to the Republican 
phia. Having graduated from Swarth- (Continued on page H) 
Cinema "The Most Beautiful Theatre in 
SobW'ban Boston." Great Plain Ave. 
Needham 444-6060 
.Now Playing 
!IASEO (Jj !II ie.'EUABY Pll.f llJTH 
-
Shown at 7 & 9 Daily Shown At 2 - 7 - 9 On Sunday 
Use Our Special Entrance Direct From The 
Dedham St. Mllllicipal Parking Lot 
our next attraction: DR. ZBlV AGO 
Enjoy the Art Exhibit of Selected Paintings 
By Members of the Needham Art Association 
Now On Display In Our Lobby 
Seniors intending to enter graduate 
school next year should consult the 
chairman of their major department 
who will advise them as to their 
eligibility to apply !or one of the 
trustee awards. All applications must 
be filed by January 15, 1970. Applica-
-.------------------------------------------1 
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Auther Attacks Technocracy "New Left" Dispels Confusion 
by lllDP.t Bentley ''Jl 
The Maldnc of a Counter Culture 
by Theodore Rosm, sos pp. New 
York, Doubleday and Co. 
The Making of a Counter Culture 
by Theodore Roszak presents the 
horrors of a technocratic society in 
which the myth of "objective con-
sciousness'' totally wipes out the in· 
dividual's ability to feel. 
In an attempt to explain youth's 
negative reaction to the impersonal 
technocracy, Roszak writes about 
Leary, Ginsberg, Marcuse, and 
Goodman and their influence on the 
increasing ritual, mysticism, and 
irrationality of "alienated youth." 
"Dragon Power" 
In debunking the myth of "objec-
tive conscioUsness," the author be-
comes lyrical and takes meaningful-
ness to be more than truth. He points 
out the illogic of youth and the 
dangers of technocracy but his 
answer to the paradoxes of the 
counter culture's and the techno-
cracy's approach to life is hard to 
envision: "the wise man, when he 
must govern, knows how to do ~ 
thing . . . Let him keep the deep 
drives in his own guts from going 
into action . . . Let him sit like a 
corpse, with the dragon power alive 
all around him . . . Where will he 
find time to govern?" 
The 'book might have a tendency 
to throw people who are involved in 
the fight for social justice; Roszak 
points out that "the struggle against 
racial oppression, the struggle against 
w0rld-wide poverty and backwslrd-
ness . . . can easily become the 
lever of the technocracy in its great 
project of integrating even more of 
the world into a well~iled, totally 
rationalized managerialism." 
This book, which questions the 
validity of the quesl for total objec-
tivity otters some objections to the 
belief that nothing is too mysterious 
to be unraveled. The author puts the 
emphasis on a man shaping every 
facet of his existence into a "compre-
hensive style of life." If life seems 
incoherent, why not read another 
book about it? 
SEC I 
SEC MEETING TODAY - Stu-1 
dent Education Committee will 
meet today to formulate fa ll plans: 
an Investigation of the recorder's 
oUice, preparation of a booklet of 
course critiques, Co-Op Ed, etc. 
Come, one, come all - with Ideas 
and helping bands. Today, at 4:15, 
In Bllllnga. 
STUDENTS NEEDED 
ON PHYS. ED. COMMl'ITEES 
The Dept. of Physical Education 
wishes In invit.e students to serve 
on department committees relat· 
Ing to curriculum and recreation 
programs offered to the college 
community. Studoot8 interested In 
serving on such committees micy 
apply by giving their name to 
.their instructor, or writing a note 
to Miss Speers, Mary Hemenway 
HalL 
Mark Stevens Shoes 
WINTER BOOT SALE 
Custom Made 
ITALIAN LEATHER BOOTS 
Zippers & Linings 
Brown • Tan • Bfack 
Sizes 5 • 10 
IN THE VIL 





$12 Single· $18 Double 
The Biltmore in New York d igs students .. . and they 
d ig us! Our groovy rooms (newly decorated by a way-
out guy named Jacques) ... our restaurants ... our hospi-
tality ... and our " in" location. The Biltmore is on the 
East Side "where the action is." 
Want to swing the New York wayl Then stay at the 
Biltmore, baby ... the o nly hotel that makes concessions 
without any student demands. 
For teHtuationsi 
In Continental USA call free ............ 800-221-2690 
In New Yori( State call free ... .. . .. . . ... 800-522-6449 







THE l\IEW A REALTY HOTEL 
BILTMORE 
"A Famous Hotel With Great Tradirion" 
Madison Avenue al 4Jrd Street 
New York, N Y 10017 
by Anne Aresty '1S tain three things: a vision of the matic corps lost inftuence. 
The New Left, A Collection at 
Essays. Edited by Priscilla Lang. 
460 pages. Boston, Porter Sargent, 
future, a n accurate picture of the The military bureaucracy is in-
present, and a plan for social change. clined to consider threats to the 
publisher. 
· The New Left. This phrase is used 
freely and frequently today. It is 
uttered with pride, with awe, with 
questioning distaste. Participants in 
the New Left include anyone from 
Vietnam protesters to civil r ights 
workers in the south. To those who 
are not in the New Left, this com-
posite of ideals and actions can be 
confusing . . . and thus, easily 
He ~ints o~t that the methods for n3:~onal security as being ot a 
changing society are the most im- m1htary nature. Furthermore this 
portant part of this theory. This is group !eels that military tacti~ must 
a lso ~he area . in which traditional be used to end these threats. Bar-
Ma:x1sm can give the least help. nett's case in point is the Vietnam 
Zinn suggests that Negroes, a long War. 
wi~ the s~udents, will be the force A specific movement, known as the 
behmd ~octal change. He describes student-worker alliance, is discussed 
~e tactics to be used as "shore of .by Hilary Putnam, Harvard philoso-
v1?l.ent revolution, but far more phy professor. He states that a 
militant than normal parliamentary student movement should be built 
Pro:edure." "which consciously links up with the 
Richard Barnett, graduate of the 'Struggles of the working "Opie and misunderstood. 
The New Left, A Collection of 
Essays, is a recently published book 
that helps alleviate this confusion. It 
gives the reader a good idea of what 
the New Left involves, although he 
must remeber that he is reciving a 
Ha:varct Law . School, explores the the s trugglL of all oppressed 
nat10nal security bureaucracy and people." 
one-sided description. 
Eastern Influence 
Editor Priscilla Long divides the 
book into four parts: New Left 
Theory, Issues, The Movement, and 
The New Society: A Beginning. The 
majority of the authors have attended 
or teach at eastern universities. Some 
essays are clear a nd precise. Others 
lose their effectiveness in tangled 
sentences and vague references. 
mstory 
Staughton Lynd, currently a part-
time teacher at U>lumbia College, 
introduces the book with a brief 
history of the New Left. He begins 
with the year 1956. That year Soviet 
Communism began to lose its domin-
an~e over the world radical move-
ment. Those disenfranchised with the 
Soviet Communists formed their own 
leftist groups. 
Though the groups that form the 
New Left are varied, Lynd points out 
that a "commitment to action" is 
common to all. 
Theory Explalned 
The essay entitled "Marxism and 
the New Left" gives an excellent 
description of the ideas and pur-
poses of the New Left. Author 
Howard Zinn, professor of govern-
ment at Boston University, maintains 
that the New Left theory must con-
COMMUNITY 
PLAYHOUSE 
Friday thru Sunday at 6:45 & 9:00 
Others Eves at 8 
NOW! Ends TUES., Oct. 28 
NEXT! "The Loves of Isadora" 
the reason behind its influence in the 
direction of intervention. Barnett 
points out that as a result of World 
W~ II: the military department 
gamed importance while the diplo-
I FREUDIAN SLIP'? " It Is really a stillborn thought 
to send women into the struggle 
for existence exactly as man. It 
is possible that changes In up-
bringing may suppress all a 
woman's tender attributes, need· 
fut of protection and yet so 
victorious • , . It is also possible 
that In such an event one would 
not be justiRed in mourning the 
passing away of the most delight· 
ful thing the world can o'tfer us -
our ideal ot womanhood. 
. • • Nature has determined I woman's destiny through beauty, 
, charm and sweetness. Law and 
custom have much to give women 
. that has been withheld from them 
I but the position of women will 
surely be what it Is: in youth an 
adored darllng and in m1tture 
years a loved wife." 
. . . "The desire after all to 
obtain the penis tor which she so 
much longs may even contribute 
to the motives that Impel a grown. 
up woman to come to analysis, and 
what she quite reasoably expects 
to get from analysis such as the 
capacity to pursue an intellectual 
career, can often be recognized as 
a sublimated modification ot th.is 
repressed v.a!lh." 
-8i(lllund Freud 
State Rep ... 
(Continued from Pap U) 
Floor Leader in the Maas. Howie of 
Representatives. 
Married to Prof. Edwin B. Newman 
of the psychology department at Har-
vard University, ~· Newman en-
joys cooking, renovating her Maine 
farmhouse, and Siamese cats. 
Inquiries about the lecture series 
may be addressed to the Adult Educa-
tion Office, 23!Hl631 or Mrs. Richard 
Uhlig, 235-Ql65. 
CONTINENTAL TRAILWAYS 
and PETER PAN BUSES 
Leave Fallon's Pharmacy 
271 Washington St. 
Wellesley Hills Square 
237-0999 
, 
WHYS A·NICE GIRL 
LIKE YOU FEELING 
MIMMIJH 
EVERY MONTH.' THATS PREHISTORIC.' 
You're not as mini as usual' It 's only temporary. 
vou know. A monthly problem. Bue who fares when 
you have chat puffy. bloacec.I, "Oh. I'm so fac fe<:ling" ! 
TRENDAR, chat 's who. TRENDAR'LL he lp keep you 
s l·im as you are al l monch long. lcs mo<lern c.liurccif 
(water·rec.lucing> action concrols temporary prc·men· 
scrual weight gain. (Thac can be up to 7 pounds! l Scarr 
caking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before th111 time. lc'll help 
make you look beccer and feel beccer. 
TRENOAR . .ITMAKES YOU GLAD roukE A GIRL! 
Choose Wisely 
He maintains that the workers need 
a social revolution. •rthermore they 
have t~e Power to create such a 
revolution. He also stresses the im-
Portance of choosing legitimate issues 
and forceful tactics. 
There are 28 essays in this book 
all dealing with some aspect f th • 
New Left .. It is a valuable coll~cti;~ 
for those interested in the Ne Lett 
or for those who are simply c~ • 
. ous. 
NEW PAPER 
The Cambridge Phoenix, • new 
woo~y~sp&per,prlnCiedf~lnt 
Issue tor October t. 
According to Its pubD&hen, The 
Phoenix will present lnvestiptlve 
reporting, articles of opinion, 
photos, essays, magazine-style 
features, columns and several 
departments devoted to entertain· 
ment and the arts. 
Its news covera,e will foCQ8 08 
events In Cambridge and metropoJ. 
ltan Boston, with ooculonaJ f'eo' 
gfonal and national stories. No 
wil'e service or syndicated material 
will be used; Instead, free·lanee 
joumallsts and std writers will 
provide all of the paper's copy. 
The publl<1her, Jeffrey ~. Is 
a former 11me·Llfe llltd writer, 
Vietnam war correspondent and 
newspaper editor. 
Coples of The Phoenix will be 
available on newsetands tbroagla-
out metropoUtan Bolton and by 
subscription, with an eMlmated 




40 CENTRAL STREET 
2S'7~200 
POPOVER'S 
13 Central St. 
Talr.e a breolr. 
lrom dorm lcocl. 
A lrienJ/y place 
lor a meal or snack 
Ho~copes individually research· 
ed end studied by utrologer of 
deep IHming end experience. (A 
reeding D"f'""sun sign" only, is only 
• fraction of the truth 1. Receive: 
• chert of tn• hHvens et your 
birtfi, carefully explained. A per-
sonal discuuion of your life-pet-
tem, which is entirely unique 
12000 words or morel. Obtain for 
self, friend, parent, lover, profes-
sor. A unique, perfect gi~. Greet-
er tolerance, understanding of 
othe"" 81 well 81 self. Usual cost 
is $50-$100. Only $I 0. Send date,, 
y&ar, time, end place of birtfi . 
Mlrct Paddoe Wollasto1, 
Astrologer of the Carlbbecm, 
lox t02, 
Key Wd, Florlclcr JJ040. 






with real teeth. 
Set your sights on this: The computer 
industry is only fifteen years old and 
already there is 15 billion dollars worth of 
computer equipment in use. \ 
By 1975, that will double, producing 
substantial new computer benefits for 
business and the community. And creat-
ing more than 500,000 new computer-
related jobs. 
Honeywell can prepare you for this bright 
future. You'll be able to apply computer 
technology to your chosen field . Or you can 
make a promising career as a computer r~;;~;E~;a-;;;-i;----------,1 specialist. I Honeywell Institute of Information Sciences 
We have the only program that's exclu- I P.O. Box 189, Boston, Massachusetts 02199 I 
sively for college graduates. And because I o Please send me additional informationonyour I 
we make computer equipment, we're I program. I 
particularly well-qualified to teach you I o Please set up an interview on or abo\Jt 1
1 what computers are all about. I Call to confirm this date and time. I 
Classes are held in Wellesley, Massachu- I Name re1. _ I 
setts, beginning every January, June and I (College) Residence I 
September. I City state Zip I 
This could .be your big chance. I I 
. ~- ~ J Pounce on 1t. Send the coupon. L-----------------
The Other Computer Company: 
Honeywell 
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English Faculty Members Comment on College 
by Louhe Bedlchet .,, 
"It's not a matter of blind loyalty 
to Wellesley that I really am impres-
sed by what's going on here," said 
Mrs. Meg M. Gerlmenian, speaking 
o1 the English department, of which 
she Is one of four new members this 
year. An old Wellesley girl herself 
(Cass of '62), Mrs. Gertmenlan has 
been at the Harvard Graduate School 
of Arts and Sciences since her gra-
duation from Wellesley. She and her 
husband both expect to receive their 
Ph.D.'s in English this June. 
She taught full time at Boston Col-
lege last year, and for three years 
she also taught Humanities 6 at 
Harvard, "a marvelous CXlUl"Se much 
like English 103 here," in which the 
emphasis is on "how to re&.d, rather 
than the quantity of reading." After 
graduate work she found teaching 
"retreshing", because "It's so much 
more exciting than reading a minor 
p)et.'' 
la.,Leu 
With an 80rts of good things to 
say about Wellesley's English de-
partment-that it is "one ot the best 
English departments around," that 
ft ls "lively," "willing to experiment," 
and "primarily interested in litera-
ture and the student"-she feels that 
Wellesley's size is a definite advan. 
tage: "Wellesley is small enough so 
that you really have a chance to talk 
with the students. Wellesley could 
want to co-ed-1 can understand that 
-but not get fatter." 
Wellesley's size was also an attnM> 
tion to Mr. Nicholas Linfield, another 
new member of the English depart-
ment. After receiving his B.~ from 
Worcester College of Oxford Univt>Z-
sity he taught in France and Ger-
many for three years. before earning 
his Ph.D. at the University of Texas. 
He then taught at Lawrence Univer-
sity in Appleton, Wisconsin. "Every-
one I spoke with was so enthusiastic 
about their students," he commented, 
when explaining his choice of Welles-
ley. 
Attractive Sise, Location 
removed from Boston and Cambridge 
living in Wellesley. His wife plans 
to teach recorder in Wellesley. · 
Wellesley's location was very con-
venient for Miss Barbara Breasted 
(Mrs. George M. Whitesides), as her 
husband teaches at MIT. Miss Breast. 
ed, Radclife '63, earned her Ph.D. 
at Rutgers and taught there, at the 
University of Connecticut, and at a 
high school in Litchfield, Connecti· 
cut. 
Wellesley's location also attracted " I did have qualms about coming 
him. His ideal school is "a small to an all-girls school," she remarked, 
liberal arts college near an inviting -" I would hope that Wellesley could 
city." He found Lawrence University go co-eel." However, she is impressed 
too isolated, but he doesn't feel at all with the " quality of attention given 
Latin American Woman ... 
(Continued from page 11) 
mobility, and with it the blurring of 
distinctions and the melting of old 
traditional categories. 
Attitudes Unchanged 
The South American household is 
still patriarchal, but the traditional 
restrictions on women are loosening. 
However, the traditional attitudes to-
wards woman are fundamentally un-
changed-both in her CQncept of her-
self and her own potential, and in 
the expectations imposed upon her by 
a male culture. 
Because women still see themselves 
in the traditional relation to a man, 
they have nothing to replace the old 
definition which is being taken from 
them. They are neither fully enslaved, 
nor on the other hand can they even 
imagine the vision to which North 
American and European .. women 
aspire-the vision of freedom from 
economic exploitation, cultural op-
pression, and of the possibility of 
self-actualization. 
A Certain Coldness 
I have left Latin America far be-
hind. In most ways, after a certain 
a ttraction and fascination with Latin 
customs. I am now thoroughly re-
conciled to my North American 
culture. Yet there remains a vague 
nostalgia; for I have seen, as a 
woman, the possible satisfaction, joy, 
a nd even the power of being a 
woman, clearly and irrevocably, an 
object of adoration, of veneration, of 
masterful and tender protection. I 
have often felt the coldness of the 
freedom Which we American women 
are so preoccupied with. And I feel a 
certain sadness when I re.fleet upon 
the loneliness and struggle Latin 
women may eventually experience as 
the price !or their "liberation" from 





ALL AGES ALL CARS 
LIBERAL UNDERWRITING REQUIREMENTS 
8 MONTH FINANCING! 
Call For Quotes: 
TEL. 237-3212 
11 SOUTH MAIN ST. NATICK 
Direction: Follow Rt. 135 into Natick to traffic light8. Turn LEFT and 
you will see our AUTO INSURANCE SIGN. We are on second floor 11 
S. Main St., Natick. ' 
to each student," and the combina-
tion of good teachers and small 
classes which is an advantage that 
Wellesley has over a big university. 
"So far my impression is that the 
people are lively," she noted. 
From the "Frontier" 
Visiting Professor of English Ray-
mond J . Dorius left some very lively 
people when he catne to Wellesley: 
Mr. Dorfus, who received his B.A. 
In explaining his choice of Welles-
ley which he terms "the opposite" 
of San Francisco State, Mr. Dorius 
said, "I very much like to teach, 
and I was afraid that in San Francis· 
co I would only be able to CQnduct a 
kind of group therapy." He added 
that, "If you do things violently, you 
pay quite a price .Violence can dam-
age hwnan friendships on a very deep 
level." 
from the University of Utah and his F. hk •II 
M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard, comes lS l S • • • 
to Wellesley from San Francisco (Continued from Page IO) 
State. something about the pollution situa-
There he taught his classes in tion. It is hoped that by 1980 plants 
church basements in the atmosphere will be put in or connected to several 
of crisis, and he observes, " Many hundred industries in the state. Un-
of the battles of our time are being til a large majority of the com· 
fought there, but there may be too panies a re actively cooperating, Mr. 
many battles, and then education Elwood points out the result of the 
stops." Calling San Francisco a "fron· improvements going on now will not 
tier place" he said that there "issues be too evident. Things having gotten 
come to the surface and people tight oU to a long, slow stat<t, their ettects 
them out in public." may not be visable for several years. 
··--mm~~~ M. A. Greenhill, presents®~~~~ 
.1 , 't:he ~ 1 R1SH i:ioveRs · I 
m SUNDAY, NOV. 2, 8:30 P.M. ~ I '"'~'"' "' co ,_,.,, " " ''' SS.00/ 4-00/ 3.00 I 
ffi ~ ~ m I I ~ m 
m ~ 





1:1 5 · 3:15- 5: 10 
7 :20 • 9 :30 
AppllcaUou, UeelialM, etc. 










P11rne lla Ransome 
"ALFRED TH E GREAT" 
I :30·4:2 5. 7 :00 ·9 :30 
I Ml 
UNICORN 
Unfinishe d Fumiture 
Bookcases - Stools - etc. 
51 S. Main Street 
Natick 
653-01 27 
24 HOUR STEREO FOR GROOVY GROWNUPS 
